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Introduction: 
In 2006 French students’ took to the streets in riot against French government policies that were discriminatory against French youth. 
By contrast in NZ the student movement continued to be in a down turn. However there were significant events in 2006 particularly at 
Victoria University which this report intends to cover.

2006 was a year of challenges for VUWSA. At the beginning of the year the association faced a number of on going issues, a number 
of which came to ahead in 2006. By the end of the year however, the association was in a much stronger and positive state than it 
had been for some time. 

The purpose of writing this annual report is to summarise the main achievements and developments of the students’ association in 
2006 as well as to publish the audited financial statements. However this annual report serves another purpose. This annual report is 
a record of the association in 2006, an alternative and more accurate view than that reported in the student media. 

This annual report is compiled by Nick Kelly the 2006 VUWSA president in consultation with other 2006 VUWSA exec members and 
various other people involved with the association in 2006. The report is written from the perspective of 2006 VUWSA president Nick 
Kelly and is the majority view of the 2006 executive.

Goal 1. Education: Student Support
To secure and maintain adequate state income, welfare and employment support for students

SJS
In 2006 Victoria University Student Job Search became the most successful SJS branch in NZ with the highest number of dollars 
earned per week. In 2006 there were 7456 placements, 30688 worker weeks and a total of $11,837,230 dollars earned by students 
through SJS at Victoria in 2006. 

Part of the reason for this success was the shift of the Kelburn campus SJS offices from the bottom of the Student Union Building into 
the Mount Street property owned by the VUWSA trust formerly rented by Vic link. The reason for this move was the Student Union’s 
decision to charge increased rent for the space – a decision opposed by VUWSA and now would not be possible due to the Student 
Union deed (explained further on). Ideally once the Campus development has been done SJS would be located in the new Hub of the 
Kelburn campus. But in the meantime the Mount Street property is very visible to students coming from the centre of town and the 
Railway Station. 

Student Job Search was set up by NZUSA in 1982 and its student associations who are the governors of this organisation – at 
VUWSA the President and Treasurer sit on the regional council and President on the National Council. VUWSA and other associations 
make financial contributions to Student Job Search, though most of their funding is received from government. In 2006 SJS are now 
working more closely with Studylink, particularly to help keep down student unemployment over summer. 

Another change at SJS in 2006 was the end of Job Boards. Job adverts are now put up on the SJS website and SJS offices now have 
computer access for students rather than boards. 

The service provided by SJS to students in invaluable. This is one of the key services that students associations have helped to create 
and maintain and fund. 

 Studylink
VUWSA continued to work closely with Studylink. One key move was allowing Studylink to share the offices at Pipitea with VUWSA 
thus creating a one stop shop for students. Whilst there continued to be various issues relating to Studylink and student access to 
things like allowances, this was usually more to do with government policy than Studylink regulations. 

 Students’ as workers
In 2006 VUWSA formally supported the Unite Union Supersize my pay campaign. This was consistent with work done in previous 
years by VUWSA to support student workers, and workers rights more generally. 

 Allowances
The various confidence and supply agreements between Labour and minor parties in parliament (particularly United Future) have 
the goal of increasing access to student allowances. In the first year of this parliamentary term little progress was made in this area. 
NZUSA (as will be mentioned further on) wasn’t terribly active on this issue in 2006 either. 

 Stress Free campaign
In 2006 the Stress Free study week campaign where VUWSA provided free breakfasts and massages to students was continued. Like 
in 2005 this service was provided not just at Kelburn but also at Pipitea, and a midnight fest was organised at Te Aro campus at the 
end of Trimester 1 and 2. Unfortunately due to budget constraints (mentioned further on) the Study week and the end of Trimester two 
wasn’t has large scale as in previous years – but hopefully this can be restored in 2007. 

 Rep Groups
Rep Groups that come under the VUWSA Rep group charter are The Mature Students Network (MSN), UniQ, International Students 
Council, Pasifika Council, Can-do (for Students with disabilities), VicCom, Law Students’ Society, Studio (for Arch and Design 
Students at the Te Aro Campus) and The Post Graduate Students Association. 

The Crèche Parents committee was added to the list of VUWSA rep groups in the VUWSA constitution. Attempts were made to try 
and establish a group for Teacher Training students at Karori Campus. Whilst this wasn’t fully achieved in 2006 a small group of 
Class reps at Karori Campus were able to work with members of the VUWSA staff and exec to organise various events out at Karori 
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campus. 

Goal 2. Education: University
To ensure the university provides equity and quality in assessment, teaching conditions and course access supported by sufficient 
resources.

 University Council
The University Council is regarded by some in the university community as not being an effective governance body of the university. 
Some blame the make up of council and the way they are put onto council, others blame the individuals who are there, and then there 
are those who blame the leadership of council. Whilst all of these factors may play a part in the effectiveness of council a substantive 
change to any or all of these factors would be unlikely to bring about a fundamental change to the current situation. 

In theory the university council is the highest body within the university, in reality as a member of the council one often doesn’t feel 
terribly empowered. On the one hand government policy dictates the level of funding, which for the last two decades has been 
significantly lower than the cost of running the university. On the other hand there is the university Senior Management Team, which 
like at most other universities has significantly increased in size in recent years with the managerial culture rife within universities. 
Added to this the over-arching competitive model (discussed further on under Goal 6). By the time something is put on the Council 
agenda the decision has usually been made already. 

This said however, both student reps on council were able to develop a good working relationship with other members of the 
university council. As student reps we were able to make positive contributions in a number of areas relating to university. The 
main highlights were the passing of the Student Union complex deed (discussed further on under Goal 4), Feeding into the campus 
development framework, Academic Board changes, getting council to agree to campaign for increased university funding from govt 
and various other issues throughout the year. 

Student Reps on the University Council is something that has been fought for by previous generations of students. Whilst it can be 
a double edged sword at times giving legitimacy to Council which often acts as a rubber stamping body. However its important that 
students defend having reps on council. Having student reps on council at least gives student representatives and students some 
inside knowledge, and occasionally student reps can add value or win some small concessions from the institution (best example this 
decade is the student union deed). 

 Academic Board and faculty boards
Academic Board, Academic Committee and faculty boards are important for VUWSA. The student representation on these boards 
and committees can be where VUWSA can win small to moderate improvements for students on various issues. This can be with 
improvements or occasionally the re-writing of existing policies. Also policies put forward by the university can be improved or at 
least made less draconian. A big win for students in 2006 was the policy relating to student work load, an issue particularly relevant to 
Arch and Design students and Law students. This was the result of considerable behind the scenes for a good year or two. Students 
are particularly indebted to Post Graduate Student Academic Board Rep Graham Whimp. At the end of 2006 Graham resigned at 
president of the Post Graduation Students’ Association but remained on Academic Board till year end. Graham has been involved 
with Post Graduate issues for a number of years and the progress made for students’ in this area is largely down to his work. Another 
person worthy of recognition is Jenny Harper. In her role as Assistant Vice-Chancellor (AVC) (Academic) and convener of academic 
board she worked closely with VUWSA to make sure we were included at all levels of decision making to make sure that outcomes 
were in the best interests of students. In September Jenny left Victoria to take up a position at the Christchurch Art Gallery. 

In 2006 significant changes were made to the structure of Academic Board. This was the outcome of a review of the Board as many 
felt it wasn’t performing to the standard it should. One significant change for students is the addition of the sixth student rep – which 
will probably become an international student rep of Academic Board. Another important change is to allow all Professors at Victoria 
University to be voting members of Academic Board – in the hope of building a greater culture of Academic leadership within the 
Professoriate at Victoria. These moves were supported by student reps on academic board and by VUWSA as they are likely to 
created a more effective board. The other major change was to make the Vice Chancellor Chair of the board. This has been the case 
in the past and is current practice at other institutions. When this first came to academic board this proposal was narrowly defeated, 
and student reps were amongst those opposed to the proposal. VUWSA believed it was best to continue to have someone other than 
the VC chair the board as it would give the body more independence. Whilst this proposal was narrowly defeated at Academic Board 
it was later carried at a University Council meeting who have to confirm all decisions made at Academic Board. Unfortunately the 
practice of Council overturning decisions made at Academic Board or ignoring its advice is becoming more and more common. This 
is not particularly good practice and is something students should be concerned about. 

 University General
A couple of positives this year were the minimum resources agreement for Post Graduate students which was considerably 
better than anything post graduate students had seen before. Another was the first Master’s policy setting minimum standards for 
supervision and related issues. From the VUWSA side Education Vice-President Miri Duffield managed to extend the class rep system 
to include Post Graduate students. This was a trial and the university has yet to amend the statute on class reps to include Post 
Graduate students. 

A concern from 2006 is the way in which new courses have been created or new schools are established. The New Zealand School 
of Music was approved in 2005. The idea of this was to create a combine Music school between Victoria and Massey students. The 
idea behind this is to move away from the competitive model in education to a model where institutions can work together to provide 
quality education. Unfortunately the speed at which this school was created has meant there have been a number of errors and 
problems have continued to pop up. This is perpetuated by the fact that this is the first school of its type in New Zealand. 

The proposed school of Engineering at Victoria is at risk of suffering a similar fate. Whilst there could well be an argument for the 
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establishment of a 3rd Engineering school in New Zealand (the others being in Auckland and Canterbury) the motives behind this 
are concerning. Back in 2000 Victoria introduced the BIT (Bachelor of Information Technology) a course which six years on had low 
enrollments and wasn’t highly recognised by people in the industry.  In 2006 the plan was to scrap the BIT and replace it with the 
degree of Engineering. The result for students currently in or have previously graduated with the BIT will clearly not be positive. Its 
also concerning that a course approved 6 years ago is already being scrapped, what is to say the same won’t happen to any new 
degree in Engineering in six years time? 

 AFML exemption
At the fee setting meeting in October 2005 not only did the University Council increase fees by up to 5%, but they also applied to 
the Tertiary Education Commission (TEC) to increase fees by up to 10% for Trimester 2 of 2006 for undergraduate fees for students 
in Humanities and Social Sciences. This was an application for an exemption to the Annual Fee Movement Limit set out by the Fee 
Maxima policy. VUWSA strongly opposed the Universities application. Victoria was one of a number of tertiary institutions that had 
applied for an exemption, and institutions in a weaker financial situation than Victoria were declined. Much of the arguments for the 
exemption related to cross subsidisation of Humanities courses by other schools – an argument which one is quite debatable and the 
figure used weren’t that strong, but also it didn’t look at the overall picture of the financial strength of the institution.

VUWSA two pronged campaign of publicity to win public support and lobbying the TEC with well researched papers opposing this 
exemption proved successful. The TEC rejected the exemption and students didn’t face a fee rise in Trimester 2. 

In the September fee setting meeting the proposal to apply for an exemption again to the TEC was withdrawn due to concerns raised 
by a number of council members. In reality had this proposal been put to the vote it would have carried, as it did when reintroduced at 
a council meeting in 2007, however once again the TEC are unlikely to approve this exemption. 

Underfunding of the University is a reality, staff pays (especially general staff) are terribly inadequate, campus building need 
considerable development, the library needs strong investment and various other areas need considerable investment. However 
trying to get more money out of student fees is not the solution to this problem. The best way forward is to keep arguing for increased 
government funding in universities, the cost of increased fees are that while the university will have more money to invest, fewer 
students benefit from those resources.  

 Campus Development Strategy
Towards the end of 2005 Peter Fhel was replaced by Jenny Bentley as the head of facilities management at Victoria University. One 
of the first projects Jenny undertook in this new role was to restart discussions and planning about long overdue redevelopment 
of the Kelburn campus. Previous attempts at this over the last decade were seriously inhibited by lack of buy in from the university 
community – particularly from students. In 2006 the VUWSA exec and the VUWSA Trust worked closely with facilities management 
over campus development. VUWSA and the VUWSA Trust are now in a position where we are considered major partners in projects 
such as the Campus Hub (redevelopment of the quad area and improvement to Student union complex services). This is in stark 
contrast to a few years earlier when facilities management would show the VUWSA Trust plans of the proposed Rec center upgrade 
and ask which bit the VUWSA Trust would pay for, no consultation no real involvement. As a result the VUWSA Trust has built up 
reserves since the student Union extension in 1992 and hasn’t had a major project it could invest in. Gladly in 2006 this situation was 
turned around.  

Goal 3. Education: Equity
To promote equity for disadvantaged members in access to and within the university

 Student Services 
VUWSA generally has a positive relationship with student service at Victoria University. In 2006 we worked with student health to 
provide free flu vaccines to students, this is the third year in a row we have worked together to provide this service. 

Earlier in 2006 members of the VUWSA exec had a morning tea meeting with staff members at student counseling. This proved to be 
a good opportunity to exchange ideas and look at ways we could work together in the future. 

 Hardship committee 
Since 1992 VUWSA has sat on the hardship university hardship committee giving out grants to students in need.  In 2006 there were 
873 applications.  706 received grants, 133 received loans, and 49 were declined. However some students received both a grant and 
a loan. The total outlaid by the Hardship fund was $318,674

These statistics are comparable with previous years. 

 Foodbank
Since the late 1990s VUWSA in conjunction with Student services has run a foodbank for students facing hardship. The total number 
of food bank parcels given out in 2006 was 385 – which is comparable with the number given out in previous years. Below is the 
breakdown by month of foodbank parcels given out: 

Jan - 14, Feb - 13, Mar - 48, Apr - 22, May - 38, Jun - 28, Jul - 56, Aug - 43, Sep - 41, Oct - 60, Nov - 9, Dec - 7, Unknown date - 7

Like in 2005 in 2006 VUWSA paid for the total cost of the Foodbank due to the $175,000 contribution to the Student Union not being 
charged (explained further on). It is likely that in 2007 and beyond it will return to a situation where VUW Student Services and VUWSA 
share the cost of providing this service,

 Welfare in 2006
Welfare got off to a slow start in 2006. The Welfare Vice-President Maddy Drew took the first month to do study. Whilst this is 
understandable over summer when things a slower anyway it was concerning with further into the year the situation didn’t improve. 
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Maddy made it clear she was enrolled in fulltime study and considered this her priority, despite knowing that Welfare VP was a big 
job when standing for it. Whilst Welfare work like the Free Flu shots and Campus Angels (the free walk home service) were continued 
in 2006, these were largely a repeat of services offered in 2005 and in the case of the flu shots was mostly run by student health. 
However much of the administrative work of a VP was neglected (eg Staff performance appraisals that VPs are expected to take part 
in). 

However the major problem here was Maddy’s attitude. When another exec member with a busy portfolio had to cover Maddy in a 
Maori and Pacifika Students services review and ended up doing a considerable amount of work, Maddy accused that same exec 
member not doing their own job and needing others to cover for them. At exec meetings Maddy would quickly become enraged over 
minor issues, and on one occasion threw a pen at someone in the Presidents’ office whilst yelling at them about some minor issue. 
When Maddy resigned as Welfare Vice President in May 2006.  She was replaced by Jules Van Cruysen in a By-elections and things 
then improved considerably in the Welfare area. 

 International Students
In early March 2006 Fiona Shi came on board the VUWSA executive in the new position of International Officer. Prior to this VUWSA 
had employed Shijun Li for 20 hours per week as the International Student coordinator. 2006 VUWSA Treasurer Hu Jia was also an 
international student and worked closely with Fiona to improve services in this area. In May 2006 the university council approved a 
proposal to increase Fees for international student by 12% on average and in some cases up to 15%.  

As mentioned in the Education Action Group section further VUWSA and the EAG organised various campaigns with the immediate 
demand of grand parenting of fees. At a meeting with newly appointed Pro Vice-Chancellor Rob Rabel in a meeting with VUWSA 
reps informed us that he wanted to introduce a Maxima scheme like the government had for domestic students so fees would only 
increase by up to 5%. Whilst clearly this wasn’t what VUWSA had wanted, but it was a small win for international students and 
without the campaign and greater organising of international students in 2006 even this would not have been possible.  

The rebuilding of the International Student Council throughout 2006 has meant there is a much stronger base of students involved in 
the students’ association and prepared to stand up and champion the rights of international students.  

Goal 4. Services
To control the student union complex and provide quality cost-effective (consumer) services for members

 JSUB  
The following was written by Dave Guerin with input from other members of the Union Decision Group (UDG) as an introduction to the 
Joint Student Union Deed and Operating agreement which were approved by the University Council, the VUWSA executive and the 
VUWSA Trust in 2006:

Introduction
A Union Decision Group (UDG) was established, based on a VUWSA/VUWSA Trust  recommendation, in late 2005 to explore ways 
that the long-standing relationship between VUW and VUWSA in relation to the Student Union Complex (SUC) could be improved, as 
it had deteriorated greatly in recent years. The relationship started in 1899 and is important to both parties.

The UDG included the VUW Director of Facilities Management (Jenny Bentley) and General Counsel (Victoria Healy), as well as 
the VUWSA President (Nick Kelly), a VUWSA Trust representative (Mark Thomas) and the Union Board chairperson (Dave Guerin, 
a VUWSA appointee). That group met eight times between November 2005 and July 2006 and has developed a Deed of Strategic 
Partnership and a Strategic Partnership Operating Agreement for approval by the VUW Council (meeting on 4 September), VUWSA 
Executive (meeting on 28 August) and VUWSA Trust (approved the documents on 16 August).

The SUC is currently governed by the Union Board, a committee of Council, and managed by the Student Union, a Central Services 
Unit of VUW. The Student Union Manager reports to the Director, Facilities Management. The Student Union delivers services in the 
SUC, which includes the:

• Student Union Building;

• Kelburn Campus Recreation Centre;

• Boyd Wilson Gymnasium, Club rooms and Field;

• Salamanca Road Tennis Pavilion;

• Student Common Room, Law School;

• Student Common Room, Karori; 

• Student Common Room, Te Aro; and

• Rutherford House Gymnasium.

The next section of this paper reviews the SUC buildings, ownership and governance, followed by a review of the proposals agreed by 
the UDG.

Student Union History�
The Buildings
The Student Union Building (SUB) site was first developed by students, with the assistance of some staff, who established four tennis 

1  This section has been developed with reference to VUW’s centennial history, VUWSA’s centennial history, VUWSA’s Student Handbook 1967 and the Union 
Board proposal considered at the 23/5/93 VUW Council meeting.
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courts between 1905 and 1907. By 1909, Victoria College Students’ Association (VCSA – VUWSA’s original name) had raised  £1500 
(including a VUW contribution) to build a two-storey gymnasium next to the tennis courts on the SUB site, with meeting/social rooms 
on the ground floor.

The SUB and Memorial Theatre2 were built from 1958 and opened in June 1961 on the site of what had been the tennis courts and 
gymnasium. A new gymnasium was opened on the same day, which forms part of the current Recreation Centre. New tennis courts 
were established across Salamanca Road from the original ones and the associated Tennis Pavilion was opened in 1965 (these are 
leased from Wellington City Council).

The SUC buildings have been extended several times. A third storey was added to the Student Union Building and an exhibition foyer 
to the Memorial Theatre over 1968-70. Over 1991-92 the SUB and Memorial Theatre were joined together more closely by the Student 
Union Extension, which added the atrium, meeting rooms, retail space, and a deck. The Recreation Centre was greatly extended in 
1977-78, as well as being substantially renovated in 2005-06.

The Boyd-Wilson clubrooms became part of the Student Union Complex in 1993, after being handed over by the Old Boys-University 
Rugby Club, which still uses them.

VUW, VUWSA and the VUWSA Trust have all made substantial financial contributions to the development and operation of the Student 
Union Complex. The 2005-06 renovation of the Recreation Centre was completely funded by VUW, as a result of the recent dispute, 
but that is the first time that VUWSA has not contributed to a major development of SUC facilities. The VUWSA Trust, which is a 
conduit for major building investments by VUWSA, agreed to put $100,000 towards setting up the Rutherford Campus Gymnasium in 
2005.

Ownership and Governance
When the first gymnasium was built in 1909, the running of the building was passed over to VCSA, but the Professorial Board retained 
control over which clubs could use it.

There was a debate between VUW and VUWSA over the ownership and management of the new buildings developed over the 1958-
61 period. VUW did not pass ownership over to VUWSA, but after two years of negotiations a Union Management Committee (UMC) 
was established in 1960 as a committee of Council. The UMC always had a majority of students amongst its members, had the 
VUWSA President as its chairperson and a university employee as its executive officer (who reported formally to a VUW manager).

By the late 1980s, the UMC structure had become less effective, with confused and inadequate reporting lines. VUWSA also had 
funds for a new development (which became the Student Union Building Extension) and asked VUW for recognition of their financial 
contribution to the SUC. These factors led to the Vice-Chancellor setting up a review of the relationships between VUWSA and VUW in 
1989, including the UMC, the Student Union, the Recreation Service and related issues.

The Review Committee had many meetings and produced four draft reports but could not reach agreement. VUWSA and the VUWSA 
Trust then prepared a proposal based on a new Union Board. VUW and the VUWSA Trust would be equal shareholders in a company 
that would own the SUC’s assets and operate its services. The ultimate aim was for the VUWSA Trust to take all the shares in the 
company, with VUW having a special share to restrict disposal of the assets.

The Council did not wish to establish a company or allow VUWSA partial ownership of the SUC’s assets, but it did agree to a Union 
Board, as a committee of Council. The Union Board has six members, with three from VUWSA (President, VUWSA Trust representative 
and an independent commercial director) and three from VUW (Director, Facilities Management, Director, Student Services and a 
Council member).

The Council, in approving only part of the 1993 VUWSA/VUWSA Trust proposal, created terms of reference that only gave the Union 
Board partial governance over the Student Union, requiring VUWSA and VUW to closely co-operate for the Board to work effectively. 
That relationship broke down in 2002, when VUWSA became concerned at their limited involvement in SUC governance and non-
recognition of the students’ ‘ownership’ interest, while VUW became concerned at VUWSA’s non-payment of their traditional $175,000 
annual contribution to SUC costs. 

Since 2002, the Union Board has met infrequently and has not functioned effectively, and there is no strategic or annual plan currently 
in effect.  Various attempts have been made by VUW and VUWSA to improve the relationship, but they were ineffective until the recent 
Union Decision Group (UDG) was established in late 2005.

A subcommittee of the current Union Board has met twice in the last two months to start dealing with SUC operational issues. The 
attendees are likely to be those involved in the proposed new Joint Student Union Board.

The UDG’s Proposals
The UDG has developed a Deed of Strategic Partnership (the Deed), which has the following key features.

• Establishes a “durable and effective partnership” between the Parties (VUWSA, VUWSA Trust and VUW), which will require mutual 
agreement for amendment or termination. 

• Acknowledges VUWSA’s, and the VUWSA Trust’s, financial and other contributions to the SUC.

• Specifies the buildings covered and defines their primary use as for students’ social, recreational, sporting, cultural and related 
purposes and for commercial facilities provided to and used by students.

• Broadly defines the services to be provided in the SUC.

• Forms a Joint Student Union Board (JSUB), with two members each for VUW and VUWSA/VUWSA Trust, with an independent 

2  This received additional government funding as a war memorial project.
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chairperson.

• Allows the JSUB to determine space allocation in the SUB and Tennis Pavilion.

• Allows the JSUB to advise on campus centre issues (activities, services, and spaces which enhance non-academic student 
interactions across VUW), allowing it to, for example, advise on catering standards across VUW.

The UDG has also developed a Strategic Partnership Operating Agreement that describes planning, monitoring, reporting and 
finances. It has the following key features.

• Requires the JSUB to establish a three year strategic plan and annual operating plans.

• Creates a clear governance structure, where plans and policies are set, monitored and reviewed by the JSUB, but implemented by 
VUW, removing the current confusion.

• Sets clear financial policy.

• Protects space occupied by VUWSA in the SUB.

• Allows either party to cancel the Agreement, but only after going through formal mediation (and the Deed would remain).

VUWSA had to make some concessions to create the new structure. VUWSA will commit $175,000 to the Student Union budget 
next year, as it used to, and 50% of the Student Union’s agreed net deficit after that date. VUWSA has also put aside its claim for 
an ownership interest in the current Student Union Complex buildings, on the basis that a strong input into the governance of the 
buildings and services is of similar value. 

Not all of the issues have been dealt with immediately. Options for the treatment of capital expenditure will be considered by the 
JSUB. The development of plans, budgets and service levels will all take time for the new JSUB. There will also be a review of the 
arrangements after a year, when VUWSA will ask for the Recreation Centre to be included in the JSUB’s space allocation role.

The VUWSA and VUWSA Trust representatives on the UDG feel that the Deed and the Agreement are a very positive step forward. 
They will establish the first formal agreement between students and the University on Student Union issues. They also establish a 
very good forum for all of the parties to put aside the difficulties of the past and work instead on improving both services to students 
and the wider campus environment. The UDG’s proposals are the fruition of many years of work by VUW and VUWSA/VUWSA Trust 
representatives. 

Dave Guerin 
Mark Thomas 
Nick Kelly 
VUWSA/VUWSA Trust representatives on Union Decision Group 
August 2006

One of the long standing problems of the Student Union dispute was that it was poorly understood by the student body, due to the 
complex history of the entity. Likewise various student leaders were deeply involved in negotiations with the University or whatever 
but put little effort into mass education on the issue. This is probably one of the reasons why the significance of the agreement 
reached in 2006 hasn’t been fully recognised by the student body to date.

45 years after the Student Union building VUWSA and VUW finally signed a deed. The long and arduous student union dispute was 
finally ended in September 2006 when the JSUB Deed and JSUB operating agreement were finally signed. As mentioned in the next 
section the results of this dysfunctional relationship over the Student union has for many years held back student services at Victoria. 
As the next section explains there is still lots of work to be done in this area. However this is a huge mile stone which puts VUWSA 
and the student body in a better position in relation to governance of student services than it has ever been in before. In particular the 
work of Dave Guerin and Mark Thomas was outstanding, and both are worth of VUWSA life membership.  

 Student Union 
In 2006 the big effort up till September was getting the Student Union dispute resolved at the higher level – sorting out the 
governance structures and things like how space allocation should be made etc.

In the meantime the relationship between VUWSA and the Student Union on the ground continued to be very strained. The significant 
issue was the decision by the Student union to change the name of the student bar from Eastside to Mount Street Bar and café. This 
was done without consultation or student feedback (a fact denied by Student Union management). Mid-way through the year the 
jug prices at the bar were raised to $12 making the student bar one of the most expensive in town. The obvious result of these poor 
decisions was the loss of bar patronage. An agreement made in late 2005 not to make significant policy changes to the Student Union 
until the UDG had finished its work wasn’t upheld in decisions regarding the bar. 

As already mentioned at the start of 2006 SJS left the Student Union due to charges by the Student Union for the space they had. The 
result of these sorts of decisions was a decrease in student numbers through the Student Union building. 

Past booking polices such as giving preference to clubs affiliated to VUWSA were scrapped in 2005, and the excuse given was 
that VUWSA no longer made a financial contribution to the Student Union (something that was tied up with the dispute that was 
being resolved, as the Student Union management well knew). The long standing practice of not charging NZUSA for holding their 
conference in the building in late January was nearly not upheld until the intervention of University Council members Ian McKinnon 
and eventually Vice-Chancellor Pat Walsh. The Student Union also tried to impose draconian restrictions on VUWSA allowing its 
sponsors to set up at clubs days during orientations. 

These sorts of issues led to a state of deep mistrust between the two organisations.
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In mid 2006 A review of the Student Union services was conducted by Robyn Cockburn from Algate Consulting. This work began 
prior to the Student Union deed being signed in September, but had the agreement of VUWSA and other involved parties. This project 
was important ground work for the getting Strategic planning, and setting a combined vision for the direction of the Student Union 
and service provision on campus.

Prior to the deed signing the proposed members of the new board meet to work through various issues that had come up. After 
September the JSUB (Joint Student Union Board) was able to met a couple of times and start working. Various projects were begun 
such as the survey of the Boyd Wilson Field looking at possible ways to upgrade this facility. Also the board began discussing the 
issues relating to differed maintenance – particularly the leaks in the memorial theatre. Also the larger issue of the Student Union 
Building not being likely to met the new Earthquake standards – something which is linked to the Campus development strategy. 

In relation to the student bar a meeting between relevant people within VUWSA and the Student Union met in September and October 
to start thrashing out some issues. The hope from VUWSA’s side was to establish a formal bar agreement between the Student Union 
and VUWSA as there had been back in the 1990s. Whilst this wasn’t achieved interim agreements were made in relation to how the 
bar should run in 2007. Agreements were made in relation to opening times and hours. This was a positive beginning and hopefully 
continued work such as this can help shape the future of the student bar – particularly in regards to the campus development 
strategy.

Whilst relations were often strained between the two organization, the working relationship between VUWSA president Nick Kelly and 
Student Union Manager Rainsforth Dix was professional and dialogue was always open. 

One of the key tasks in getting the Student Union back on track was to restore the relationship between VUWSA and the Student 
Union. Bronwyn Anderson of Change Dynamics was asked to facilitate this relationship building.

We organised a day session between VUWSA staff/exec members and Union staff. The idea was to rebuild a strong working 
relationship between the two bodies. It was also to open up dialogue between people in both organisations, particularly in relation 
to the new agreement and how this would work for both organisations. Whilst this exercise wasn’t a magic cure, relations certainly 
thawed. At the end of 2006 the relationship was still strained and difficult, but it looked a lot more positive than it had for quite a long 
time. Various policies and agreed working relationships begun to be seriously discussed. 

Goal 5. Activities
To provide or assist sporting, social and cultural activities, for and by members; primarily though clubs.

 Clubs Stuff
In 2006 VUWSA had 42 Cultural Clubs and 18 Sports Clubs affiliated. 

Grant totals
We were able to maintain club funds and services in 2006 despite the financial difficulties, and found clubs to be very supportive and 
understanding of VUWSA’s situation. Clubs were one of the main groups who could see the value in changes to the VUWSA levy and 
had a strong turn out at the VUWSA general meetings. Both Sports and Cultural Councils continued to be chaired by Gareth Robinson 
in 2006. At the end of 2006 Gareth had finished his studies so will no longer be chair in 2007. Gareth has been actively supportive of 
VUWSA clubs over the last 5 years. The Cultural Council gave out $17,158 and the Sports Council gave out $33,713.

 Team Vic
This project has been on the cards for about half a decade. The idea was first established when Sarah Benton was Clubs officer 
and it was that VUWSA and VUW pull together to better resource clubs. This project came close in 2003 however just before a 
Memorandum of Understanding (MoU) could be signed between VUWSA and VUW other matters such as the Student Union dispute 
and various other things meant this broke down. In 2004 VUWSA attempted to set up the Team Vic Brand on its own, including setting 
up a company, trade marking the naming rights and the like. By 2005 however it was clear that this venture wasn’t performing as well 
as planned. Dan Ormond was hired as a consultant to look at ways to refresh the brand. It was early on decided that we should go 
back to the university to look at the joint venture.

After some discussion over a number of months, in October 2006 the MoU was finally signed. This is likely to fully come into effect in 
early 2008. The idea a Team Vic be a one stop shop or clubs and individuals to come to for grants and support – whereas currently 
many clubs approach VUWSA and the university separately. This partnership also has the long-term goal of being self funding by 
hopefully attracting alumni appeal and stronger sponsorship than it has in the past. 

Towards the end of 2006 the VUWSA owned Team Vic brand was able to secure a strong sponsorship deal with The Establishment 
Bar in Courtney place. With the joint venture on the way this sort of sponsorship is likely to keep happening, which will be of benefit to 
clubs.  

 Uni Sport
The significant positive event that happened in 2006 in regard to University Sport was that Victoria hosted and won the University 
games in April. This is only the 8th time in the competitions long history that Victoria has won the University shield, the previous time 
was in 2000 when Victoria last hosted the games. At the 2006 Uni Games we had 506 competitors which was the largest team ever 
entered into this competition. Clubs development Officer Brent Hayward, Clubs Officer Melissa Barnard and Assistant Team Manager 
James Annabel put in a huge amount of time and effort to bring about this positive result. More generally the level of performance of 
student sport at Victoria has improved significantly and the result at the 2006 university games reflected this. 

VUW also took part in the winter games at Wanaka, fielding a team of 43 athletes. We came 8th place overall. We also took part in 
the Central Tertiary Challenge In Palmerton North and various other smaller sports related tournaments throughout the year (eg the 
Cricket tournament). VUW also had 4 students receive awards at the NZ University Blues awards. 
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University Sport seem to be doing well, and currently all institutions that are eligible for membership are currently members. 
Throughout 2006 there was a debate about whether Tertiary institutions other than Universities should be allowed to join and take 
part. VUWSA has generally supported such a call and supported a motion at the NZUSA January conference to this effect. However 
concern is that USNZ don’t allow in these new members in the rushed and unplanned way the NZUSA did a few years ago – which 
that organisation is still recovering from. 

Former VUWSA president Hamish Hopkinson continued as USNZ president in 2006, and VUWSA supported his successful re-election 
as USNZ president for 2007. A few years ago USNZ had a reputation as being a bit of a mess and lacking a bit of focus. In 2006 no 
such claims could be made and the organisation is functioning well, this is a credit to Hamish but also to Jim Ellis and the team down 
at USNZ. 

Goal 6. Public Issues
To promote discussion and action as appropriate, on issues concerning students as citizens

 Education Action Group
Victoria University is one of the last tertiary institutions with a functioning Education Action Group. At other campuses if they have 
campaigns at all they are usually planned and executed by the executives – and if some other students actually turn up then it’s a 
bonus. Whilst the EAG isn’t large and often is pushed and run by people on the exec or with a history of involvement, the EAG is a 
important thing to keep going. The idea behind the EAG is that it runs all student association campaigns – and is a body open to 
all students to get involved with. This way education campaigns on issues like fees are run by the students themselves not student 
politicians. 

When trying to organise campaigns this way it can be long hard work, and it’s very likely the organisers will have to put up with poorly 
attended meetings and events. This can be frustrating and hard work, but any other method of organising campaigns other than trying 
to build a mass movement run by students for students is not even worth considering and has no chance of success. 

Campaigns were inhibited within VUWSA in 2006. Kate McEachen, who was VUWSA campaigns Officer in early 2006, at one point 
argued that the only campaigns she intended to run were campaigns about students with disabilities. The protest march to parliament 
against fees held in march 2006 was opposed by Kate as she didn’t believe student fees should be a focus. The Education Action 
Group organised this campaign, disputed this and got about 100 students to march to parliament in the pouring rain. 

On April 1st there were a couple of events linked to the interest write off scheme (this is talked about in more depth further on). 

Towards the end of Trimester 1 Kate missed 3 executive meetings and automatically resigned. Heleyni Pratley was co-opted as acting 
campaigns officer and, after the by-election, was replaced by Alexander Neilson (Heleyni was elected Activities officer). 

Both worked on raising awareness for Fee setting. Heleyni worked on promoting the fees forum where members of the University 
council and senior management team fronted for questions by students. Unfortunately attendance was fairly low. 

Likewise the Council fee setting meeting which is usually the site of angry student protests was a small affair in 2006. 

One armchair anarchist tried to argue over the EAG list that the lackluster campaigns in 2006 were due to lack of leadership by the 
VUWSA exec (a fairly hierarchical argument from an anti hierarchy anarchist). In reality the people attacked had been amoungst the 
few who had actively tried to build for the Fee Setting event, whilst at the same time also working to save VUWSA from insolvency. 

The reality of the situation is that the student movement is in a downturn in Student struggle. 2006 marked the 14 year anniversary 
of the student loan scheme, and 7 years since the Labour led government were elected on a promise to ‘cut costs to students of 
tertiary education’. In 2003 there was a small to moderate sized upturn in student activism (particularly at Victoria) in opposition to 
Labour allowing tertiary institutions to raise student fees by up to 5% a year. In 2003 student occupied the University registry office 
the Hunter Building 3 times in one week. In 2004 over 200 students forced the university to lock down the building and call the police 
to have students removed from it. However, 2006 was the fourth year of student fee increases and rather than fuelling militancy many 
students now have lowered expectations. The decision by the Massey university council not to increase fees in 2004 resulted in 
various government appointed Massey council members who’d opposed fee increases being replaced with ones that wouldn’t. Fees 
at Massey in subsequent years were increased at a higher rate to compensate for the no fee rise in 2004. 

Labour’s policy to stop charging interest on student loans was also curbed student activism. Whilst not charging interest is a win, it 
certainly wasn’t the major victory that NZUSA and the many Labour careerists within the student movement claimed it to be. However 
it was enough in a climate of low expectations to make it harder in 2006 to push student issues and run campaigns. As mentioned 
earlier on the general attitude of NZUSA on this question was also very unhelpful. 

Another concerning factor in 2006 was the increasing use of the EAG for general activist stuff rather than what the EAG is there for 
– education campaigns. In 2006 there were things like forums to mark the 25th anniversary of the Springbok tour. Whilst VUWSA 
should be organising these sorts of events, they should be held as forums or SRC events rather than using the EAG. 

Within a downturn in student struggle (similar to the current downturn in workers struggles in NZ) the key thing is to doing publicity 
and educational work on issues related to user pays education and under funding of education institutions. The point of this is to try 
and raise student expectations and try and build a student fight back against under funding, fees, inadequate student support and 
a quality education for all. Its also important that in building this movement that unlike earlier student activism it acknowledges that 
it’s the working class who currently actually pay the majority cost of tertiary education. Whilst education should be free, students 
understand where that would come from and in return support workers struggles.  

 SRC’s 
Student Representative Council Meetings (SRC’s) were reintroduced in 2003 after being abolished in 1989. These are designed as a 
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weekly forum where students can debate current issues facing students and society at large. They are also a useful opportunity for 
students to question their elected exec and hold them to account. 

These were most successful in 2003 when they were first reintroduced, largely due to a more active student body radicalised by first 
the invasion of Iraq and then the governments decision to increase student fees. In 2004 and 2005 they often didn’t get quorum of 50 
students, though during the 2005 general election they were often useful places to hold forums. Mid way through 2006 the decision 
was made to move SRC’s from the dilapidated and leaking quad down to the Mount Street Bar and Café (formerly Eastside). The 
change of venue proved a better choice particularly in the winter months. Also the acoustics in the Quad are shocking and often 
students would leave SRC’s due to not being able to hear what was going on. However the downside was that low numbers of 
students in the Student Union Building generally still made getting numbers difficult. However there were some successful SRC’s in 
2006 – the highlights include the one regarding Beer Jug prices being raised to $12 and the debate over Israel and Palestine which 
lasted over 2 hours. It is very important that VUWSA continue to organise these SRC’s encourage live debate and participatory 
democracy on campus. However the challenge of getting numbers is likely to continue until the campus development when a decent 
campus centre is built, and/or the radicalisation of the student body (whichever happens first).   

 Lecture meetings
These originally began under Alistair Shaw’s presidency in 1997 and were common place for a few years after this. These were 
reintroduced in 2006 a part of the program to build a mass line students’ association with a strong level of participatory democracy. 
The idea behind Lecture meetings is for Class representatives elected at the start of the trimester to get up at the start of the lecture 
and to ask the class to vote on a particular statement. For example the first one of these meetings held in May  2006 was held on 
Grandparenting of International Student fees (a system whereby increases to international fees are only paid by newly enrolled 
students and students already enrolled continue to pay fees at the level they were when they first enrolled). A motion was read out 
at the start of the lecture which read ‘Vic Uni students support the implementation of Grandparenting for International students’, 
in addition to this students would also be given information sheets and be given a brief time to discuss the issue. Students in the 
class would then vote on the motion. The votes would be recorded and tallied up with those of students in other classes. In the 
Grandparenting lecture meeting 1,324 students voted for the motion, 71 voted against, and 44 abstained from voting. A second 
lecture meeting was held around domestic fee setting. The motion read ‘That Vic students oppose a domestic fee rise’ and 1,894 
students voted in favour, 60 voted against, and 75 abstained from voting. There is the possibility of double ups of students who vote 
in more than one class, but this method gives a general picture of student opinion. This is more effective than general meetings or 
SRC’s (the later being more useful for debating issues and creating a forum where the VUWSA executive must publicly front up each 
week). It would be worth looking at putting lecture meetings into the VUWSA constitution and formally making them the central way of 
setting VUWSA policy. Whilst the wording and structure of such a change still needs some work it would be a worthwhile change. 

 Mass line within students’ associations
The clear intent of the continued push for things like lecture meetings, SRC’s and lecture meetings is to build a mass line democratic 
students’ association. In a time when there is a down turn in student struggle its very easy for the small group of students on the 
executive of VUWSA to run the association and not take important decisions to the student body. The most obvious example is 
executives trying to run campaigns – particularly stunts by exec members as a substitute to mass action. But its also things such as 
the student union dispute (mentioned further on) which partially took so long as student politicians over many years never explained 
the situation to the student body properly. One consequence of this was that VUWSA and its elected representatives were blamed for 
things not necessarily of their making or students never quite seeing why things were as they were. With a student body that has a lot 
of pressure on it achieving a mass line is difficult, however if students’ associations aren’t striving for mass democracy are on a hiding 
to nothing. 

 Funding changes
In 2006 the government announced it was going to make changes to the way in which universities were funded. Whilst the end of 
the bums-on-seats EFTS model introduced by National in the 1990s was greeted with cheer by many in the tertiary sector, the detail 
of these changes for much of 2006 remained pretty vague. A number of press releases and ministerial announcements came from 
Michael Cullen’s (Tertiary Education Minister) office which were built up as big announcements, but on arriving said little. By the end 
of 2006 we knew that the government were interested in the specific contributions of education providers in the hope of spending 
education money in a more focused way. However student enrolment numbers are going to continue to be a big driver for funding. 
There is no sign that the competitive model that has been so wasteful and destructive in the tertiary sector for years is going to stop 
or even slow all that significantly. The other factor is the Performance Based Research Funding (PBRF) is going to continue to be 
separate and will remain as competitively sought after and dog eat dog as ever. 

Due to the funding review and changes the review of the 2003 Fee Maxima Policy which allows tertiary institutions to raise student 
fees was put back. There is no indication that any funding changes are going to stop yearly fee hikes. Therefore the likely hood of the 
proposed changes benefiting students to any significant degree is fairly low.

 VBC
In 2006 the Victoria Broadcasting Club (VBC) worked tirelessly to try and re-establish a student radio station. The last student station 
at Victoria was Radio Active which was sold off by VUWSA in 1992 due to serious financial problems. 14 years later the nature of the 
radio market had changed, and it was clear that student life at Victoria was missing out by not having any electronic media. By April 
the VUWSA exec had passed a resolution to support the VBC, and around the same time they became an affiliated VUWSA club. Also 
the University were keen on the idea, and when Vice Chancellor Pat Walsh talked to VUWSA President Nick Kelly about the VBC and 
their proposed station Pat remarked “I was impressed with the VBC, they have got their shit together”. In practice this made it easier 
for the VBC to secure space within the Student Union Building and to look at putting transmitters up on university buildings. From 
the VUWSA side the VBC were provided with internet access, access to VUWSA’s computer network, and help from Advertising and 
Sponsorship Manager Jon McQueen. The VUWSA Trust were also involved with this project, particularly in the area of developing 
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a business case for this new venture. While this project often took much longer than expected slow but steady progress was made 
throughout 2006. By the end of the year the VBC were set to begin broadcasting in early 2007. 

Goal 7. Finance
To maximize the benefits to members by minimizing fees or user charges through internal efficiency and non-member revenue

 Budgets
2006 was crunch year for VUWSA’s finances and particularly its budget issues. Since 2003 VUWSA budgets had been set no earlier 
than August of the year the budget had been set for. In 2005 the budget was finished in November 2005 but didn’t get passed till 
January 2006 due to lack of quorum at exec meetings in late 2005. However the problem pre-dated 2003 in fact goes back to about 
2000. For the last half a decade VUWSA has been operating on a zero based budget system. The idea behind this was that new 
executives would sort out their priorities for the year at the exec retreat in late December and turn this into the budget not long after 
taking office on January 1st. In practice this system never worked as new exec’s would be learning the ropes in the first few weeks. 
Before long people are getting ready for orientation, then orientation would hit and the teaching year begun … before long it was July 
and no budget had been passed. 

Questions were often asked and exec members over the years were certainly concerned, but the concerns were always dismissed 
and we were told that things were ok. An example of this was at the end of 2005 when the Treasurer who had taken over mid year 
was concerned that VUWSA would make a deficit. The response from the outgoing president and association financial leader Jeremy 
Greenbrook in an exec meeting in early November was that the Treasurer was wrong and claimed that “Julie [Lamb] has predicted 
VUWSA will make a surplus”. In fact VUWSA made a huge deficit in 2005. 

So how the hell did this all come to pass? It’s easy to blame previous year’s executives.   Certainly a situation was allowed to develop 
over a number of years and the exec should have stamped it out. However there were other forces at play which caused the situation. 
VUWSA first started finding itself in a deficit situation in 2000. An outside contractor Julie Lamb was brought in on a short term 
basis to spruce up VUWSA’s financial systems and accountability and by all accounts a number of the internal systems did improve. 
However VUWSA continued to have budget deficits. In 2002 things started coming to ahead. The 2002 exec and particularly president 
Fleur did start taking action on the matter. Unpopular decisions were made such as cutting budget lines so VUWSA would start 
living within its means. There were adjustments made to the VUWSA levy charged to part time students which also helped increase 
VUWSA’s income. In 2002 VUWSA made a surplus, considered by many to be too much as VUWSA was getting student money and 
not spending it on services. In 2003 VUWSA also achieved a budget surplus, this was mostly down to the fact that orientation was 
considerably smaller as a results of cuts made in 2002. However these decisions didn’t ultimately resolve the budget problems and in 
the end were only short term fixes. The budget lines reduced in 2002 were subsequently increased in 2003 onwards, in some cases 
because exec members and the student body felt the cuts had been to harsh (eg Clubs and Activities) or because new expenses 
came along. Increased numbers of students at Victoria did result in increased revenue, however this was offset by more students 
using VUWSA services and particularly with the growth of satellite campuses and the cost of delivering services at these. By this 
time there had been a considerable amount of change over in exec members. Every year from 2001 onwards there was a change of 
president, and since 2004 the Treasurers changed even more constantly (with by-elections for Treasurers in 2004, 2005, and needing 
to co-opt the 2007 Treasurer at the end of 2006). 

Meanwhile Julie Lamb who was originally came to VUWSA on a short term basis stayed on in VUWSA accounts. In 2003 she had told 
the then Treasurer that she would be an outside contractor who would oversee operations and come in one day a month. However, 
between 2003 and 2006 Julie continued to have more and more responsibility. By 2006 Julie was doing the job of a full time accounts 
person in her two days a week at VUWSA, while running another  business downtown. She had control of both the high level and 
day-to-day tasks including large amounts of data entry. In her defence when some of this work was delegated she had to take it 
back as staff this was delegated to did it incorrectly (which is discussed further on). Julie also assisted with sorting out a number of 
rather complex clubs issues, the best example being the Ski Club hut at Whakapapa ski field. This work needed to be done and what 
was done in this area was of value, however, it should not have been done at the expense of other tasks. These tasks included the 
monthly accounts (which exec’s for years rarely saw and when they did it was months out of date), working with the Treasurer on the 
budget and other related tasks. Treasurers from 2004 through to 2006 complained they needed but were unable to obtain information 
required to do the budgets, that only the accounting contractor had access to. Clearly what was needed was a restructure in this area 
where roles were clearly defined, and priorities set out. The reality was that whilst many saw there was a problem, trying to sort this 
out in a year or less was a hard task, so the situation kept being handed over to the next years execs who’d be in the same situation. 
Basically this catch 22 lasted for about half a decade. 

In July 2006 the VUWSA exec concerned to discover that VUWSA had made a large deficit the previous year and was on course 
to make an even larger one in 2006. Also there was concern that VUWSA’s internal finances could be a barrier to resolving the long 
standing student union complex dispute. Horwath Strategy were called in to do an review of VUWSA’s finances. At the first meeting 
of the review regarding  the current financial state of VUWSA we obtained information to indicate that if VUWSA ran a deficit in 2006 it 
was likely to use its remaining reserves and put the association at risk of insolvency in 2007. 

Julie Lamb resigned from her role and left at the end of September 2006. Curtis McLean, the VUWSA Trust accountants, stepped into 
the breach. We began getting monthly accounts – and whilst the news was mostly grim it enabled the exec finally to act upon up-to-
date information. 

Meanwhile in August VUWSA finally passed the 2006 budget. By this time it was impossible for VUWSA to pull itself back into a 
surplus situation, however the majority of the exec and VUWSA staff pulled together to reduce costs for the remainder of the year. 
These measures were not popular, but were necessary. 

The Howorth review came out in September, and was described by Trust members who’d been around for awhile as the best review 
of VUWSA finance and structures there had been. At first there was some differences with aspects of the review – particularly over the 
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proposal to create a General Manager at VUWSA. This proposal had been raised earlier in 2002 and was strongly opposed by staff 
and eventually by the executive in early 2003. The concern was that at other student associations where Mangers had been appointed 
they had quickly gained considerable power and due to being there longer than exec members on a one year term had a far greater 
say on the direction of the organization. However the structures at VUWSA were little better. Eventually what was agreed upon was 
a half way measure between flat management and a manager – which was the position of the Association coordinator (talked about 
further on). They also recommended appointing an internal accounts clerk, and having a contractor to do high level overview work. 
Both of these had been implemented by the end of 2006. 

The review made a number of recommendations about how budgets should be done, in particular abandoning the failed zero-based 
budget approach and having budgets set the year before year start. This was implemented and the 2007 VUWSA budget was set in 
December 2006, meaning from January 1st staff and exec members had a budget to report actuals against. The argument against 
doing this was that budgets would be set by the previous years exec. The 2006 exec did consult with 07 exec members particularly 
the incoming president, but in the end it was the 2006 exec setting the budget. However it is possible to re-budget mid year if the 
new exec wanted to change the budget, it would just mean if they wanted to spend additional revenue in a certain area they’d need to 
work out where that was coming from – which is no bad thing!

The review also suggested ways that VUWSA could be more financially responsible, particularly focusing on Activities and Salient 
(both massive cost centres). Whilst recommendations in these areas were meet with resistance throughout the review process people 
involved became more open to the idea that things needed to change. 

It was disappointing but not surprising that VUWSA was in a deficit situation once again in 2006. The audited financial accounts show 
a loss by VUWSA of $212,710. The loss while higher than initially budgeted shows the effect of a late budget, passed in August, 
which was already out of date by the time it was presented. This budget largely written by Julie Lamb, at a time when the monthly 
accounts for March 2006 had not been completed. Traditional areas of expenditure like Activities (including orientation) blew even 
their approved budget and this was not helped by newly increased budget areas like the Womens’ Officer whose budget blew out 
by 48% (over $6,000). Budget cuts made in August and September could only do little as most of VUWSA’s expenditure for the year 
had happened by this date. However had the cuts that were made not been made the deficit could well have been much higher. 
This deficit is the result of a problem that has been around but not addressed for over half a decade. The additional revenue from 
the VUWSA levy adjustment will bring in an additional $300,000 in 2007 roughly. The 2006 deficit confirms that the levy increase and 
the financial review carried out in 2006 were the right thing to do. Whilst it was too late to change the situation for 2006 it should put 
VUWSA on a better financial position for 2007 and beyond.

 VUWSA Levy.
A significant factor behind VUWSA’s financial problems was the levy. VUWSA’s main source of income (like over 90% of it) comes 
from the student levy paid by all students enrolled at Victoria University. In 2006 the VUWSA levy was $99 which was broken into two 
different fees. $84 of this was the association levy and $15 of it was the building levy (which will be discussed under the VUWSA Trust 
section). Apart from changes to the part time student levy in 2002 (discussed earlier) there had been no overall change to the student 
levy since 1990 if not earlier. Most significantly the levy was not adjusted for inflation each year. Added to this the growth in the size 
of VUWSA’s operations with satellite campuses and more services provided generally; the level of the association levy in 2006 was 
inadequate. In 2001 there was an attempt to increase the association levy which lost by 1 vote. It was decided by the 2006 exec that 
the association levy needed to be increased to $120 – increasing the level of revenue to the association and slightly increasing the 
building levy to $16.875. In addition to this the exec supported a clause that would mean the levy is adjusted for inflation each year, 
otherwise the real value of the student levy each year would decrease (as it had over the previous couple of decades). 

To increase or change the level of the association levy is a constitutional change which can only happen at a general meeting where 
over 100 students are present and 2/3’s must agree to the change. On the 6th of September VUWSA had its first attempt at a general 
meeting to discuss the levy. The motion regarding increasing the levy was lost, but a quorum count just after the vote showed the 
meeting had lost quorum. 14 days later on September 20th a second attempt at holding the general meeting happened. The motion 
to increase the levy was put forward by the association president in his role as financial leader of VUWSA. At this meeting the 
resolution to increase the levy to $120 was carried, by one vote (5 years after a similar motion had lost by one vote in 2001). 

There was opposition to the increasing the association levy. One line of attack was to compare raising the VUWSA levy with the 
university and government increasing tuition fees. The significant difference here is that VUWSA oppose fee increases from the point 
of view that it doesn’t believe tertiary education should be paid for through fees, so logically votes against any increase to a fee that 
VUWSA doesn’t believe should be charged at all. 

One student, Chris Bishop, argued at the first general meeting that the levy shouldn’t be increased as he didn’t get his money’s worth 
as it was. This same Chris Bishop was the organiser of the Australs, the international debating tournament held in Wellington in July 
2006 – which VUWSA have given a $10,000 grant to. When this was pointed out in Salient made the following comment in an email 
from the 2006 Young Wellingtonian of the year to the VUWSA president:

I write to clarify my position in terms of the proposed VUWSA levy increase, in light of comments at last week’s SGM and this week’s 
editorial in Salient (and James’ subsequent blog posting).  
 
James allages that it is hypocritical of me to seek $10,000 worth of VUWSA funding for Australs and yet campaign against the fee 
increase (and support VSM, etc). 
 
I agree that this appears to be the case at first glance. However, I wish to make clear that when I am speaking at SGMs and AGMs 
etc, I do so in a personal capacity. Those are my beliefs and what I vote on. When I seek funding for the Debating Society, I do so 
in my capacity as the Vice-President of the Debating Society. Regarding Australs, I had an obligation to seek funding from as many 
appropriate sources as possible. VUWSA was an obvious partner in that and so the approach was made. I was acting in my capacity 
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as convenor, not as “Chris Bishop, right winger”, if that makes sense.  
 
Personally, I find it hard to reconcile my political beliefs with the benefits to the Debating Society from VSM. There is no doubt that 
we benefit from grants, support, etc. In the sense that the Debating Society benefits, so do I. However I do exist independently of my 
debating background. For the moment the balance I have struck is to oppose the fee increase, but to work within the confines of the 
existing VUWSA paradigm on behalf of the Debating Society. I am obliged to do that as an elected officer and I will continue to do so 
next year.  
 
The Debating Society is extremely grateful to VUWSA for your support of Australs and of debating in general. This has been a fantastic 
year - as noted in Salient we’ve won 3 tournaments this year; our most successful year for a longtime. The Debating Society is in a 
strong position and looks forward to further success next year.  
 
Yours faithfully 
 
Christopher Bishop

Another argument was that VUWSA should be entering into Service Level Agreements with the university instead of raising the levy. 
This would mean that VUWSA is contracted by the University to deliver various services. Auckland University Students’ Association 
has a number of these, but the reason for this is that they are a voluntary association (the only voluntary university students’ 
association in NZ) and have no membership levy as a way of attracting members. VUWSA is not in this situation so it would be 
ludicrous for it to go down the same road. One of the arguments against voluntary membership is that students still pay for the service 
but instead of paying a student levy to a students’ association they elect, they pay it to university management who aren’t democratic, 
who can increase it far easier than a students’ 
association without having to justify themselves. 

By contrast ventures such as the Team Victoria 
partnership or long standing agreements over services 
like the Foodbank between VUWSA and the university 
are based on a partnership. Whereas the sort of 
service agreements suggested as an alternative to the 
student levy would hand power over to the university, 
with Team Vic we the Students’ association and the 
university go into the agreement as equal to develop a 
joint brand. VUWSA has already proved it can deliver 
these service on its own, but chooses to work with the 
university to enhance and improve on what is already 
done. 

In the end the student body voted to accept the levy 
increase and saw it as necessary to keep VUWSA 
services and representation strong. Even successful 
2007 VUWSA president candidate Geoff Hayward 
whose Vic Labour ticket strongly spoke out against 
the levy increase came to accept it was necessary (or 
at least hasn’t tried to reverse it). 

 VUWSA Trust
Unfortunately the VUWSA Trust has been badly miss-
understood by VUWSA staff and exec members prior 
to 2006. The commonly held belief was that the this 
VUWSA Trust was a body which sat on millions of 
dollars, received 15% of VUWSA’s annual budget and 
did nothing. The 15% was in fact the $15 building 
levy, which is in fact a separate fund as specified in 
the VUWSA constitution. This is for capital building 
projects and can only be spend by students after a 
resolution at a general meeting has been passed. 
This was last used in the early 1990s with the Student 
Union extension. Due to the student union dispute 
it’s been difficult to find a project to spend this fund 
on. Financial contractor Julie Lamb was one of the 
main advocates of the idea that the Trust was getting 
too much money, which many staff and exec agreed 
with. The way this fund was dealt with in the VUWSA 
books, and in fact the way it was explained to the 
auditors was as if it was part of VUWSA’s operating 
budget – despite the VUWSA constitution clearly 
stating otherwise. 

VUWSA Trust Grants Budget 2006 Year

Grant Approved Pool Remaining

Opening Total $100,000

Student Job Search Rental Subsidy $8,250 $91,750

February

VUWSA noticeboard $1,200

Sports Equipment Grant $10,000

VUWSA software (Moneyworks) $2,300 $78,250

April

Student Job Search $10,000

VUWSA noticeboard $415

VUWSA software (Dragonworks) $3,600 $64,235

June 

Victoria Broadcast Club 5,000

Interface Club 515

Tramping Club 1,761

Foosball Table 549

Womens Group lockers 1,200 55,210

July 

Scholarship 5,000

Womens Room Resources 543 49,667

August

Spam Survey 22,301

Poster protection / framing 4,650

Boyd Wilson Filed 15,000

Sex Magazine 3,149

Foosball Table 549 4,018

October 

Financial Review 10,000 -5,982

November

POS Software 3,990

Rowing Club 1,471

Tramping Club 1,051 -12,494
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The VUWSA trust is a body that holds various VUWSA assets such as the Victoria Book centre.  It has a number of trustees that sit on 
it who have been appointed by the VUWSA exec, as well as the VUWSA President and Treasurer. It is designed to serve the students 
of the Wellington region with a preference for Victoria University students. The VUWSA trust also makes grants for small capital 
projects, and budgets to up to $100,000 a year for these projects. There have been complaints in previous years about not many of 
the proposals being put forward being approved. In 2006 we had a fairly large number approved varying on projects from Foosball 
tables at Pipitea and Karori, internal admin projects such as purchase order systems, the Spam survey, club grants and a number of 
other projects. In addition to this the VUWSA Trust also paid for the financial review and Trust members, particularly trust chair Dan 
Ormond were very pro active in helping to get VUWSA financially back on track. The VUWSA trust were one of the main forces behind 
the Student Union negotiations and have given continuity over a number of years on this issue which helped bring about the positive 
result we had in 2006. Also members of the VUWSA Trust were very onboard with the campus development strategy and with VUWSA 
are now partners in this very positive project. 

2006 saw a change in various members of the VUWSA Trust. Long serving member John McCormick resigned early in 2006, his 
contributions over his years of involvement have been significant and he is a candidate for VUWSA life membership. Rebecca 
Matthews resigned towards the end of the year after 2 years as a member sighting lack of time as a barrier to continued membership. 
Trust Chair Audrey Sonerson took maternity from April 2006, Dan Ormond was replaced her as Trust chair. New Trust members 
Fleur Fitzsimons, Lee Patton, Dave Guerin and Karen Price were appointed during 2006. In previous years VUWSA executives had 
struggled to find suitable applicants for the Trust, however the 2006 exec was able to appoint four new capable members with a 
variety of skills and experience. 

In 2006 the VUWSA Trust proved to be an invaluable asset to the students’ association. Earlier criticisms of this body were well and 
truly blown out of the water during 2006. In addition to this clear grants criteria drawn up by John McCormick and Trust strategic 
planning work done by Dave Guerin make this body much more transparent organisation and one that is much less likely to be miss-
understood. 

Please see side bar for a full breakdown of Trust Grants in 2006.

 Publications committee
For the last few years this body had not functioned as well as it should. One reason for this has been the lack of financial reporting 
and progress. Another has been the habit to bypass this body and take various funding proposals to the exec. The third and most 
alarming has been a tendency by publications editors to confuse editorial independence of the Salient magazine for extending into the 
area of financial accountability. This is one explanation for the costs of Salient ballooning in 2005, largely due to a change of printers. 
In early 2006 VUWSA ended up in a legal dispute with the printers it had been using, eventually VUWSA paid money to get out of 
this contract and go with someone else. The cost of the new printers combined with the cost of breaking the contract still proved to 
be considerably cheaper than going with this contract again in 2006. A more active Publications committee may have prevented the 
events. Towards the end of 2006 when VUWSA was setting its 2007 budget the Publications committee meet more frequently. Here 
there was the challenge of getting Salient staff to agree to things like getting Job Descriptions, or more to the point the cost of the 
job approved by the committee. A certain amount of resistance to change was encountered, especially towards the greater scrutiny 
of Salient spending. However by the time the 2007 budget had been approved in December this situation had improved, and the 
attitude of the incoming editor was a lot more positive towards looking at new ways of doing things and looking at ways to maximize 
efficiencies in the area of publications and particularly in Salient. 

 Winding up companies
At the end of 2006 the decision was finally made to wind up the two companies that VUWSA owns. Midori Holdings was set up in 
1992 to hold the bar license for the student bar. The Bar license has been held by the university since 1999 so this company has been 
inactive since then. Team Vic LTD was set up in 2004 to hold the naming rights for Team Vic. However with the joint venture between 
VUWSA and VUW (mentioned earlier) where the naming rights will be jointly owned this company now also serves no purpose. The 
VUWSA exec agreed to wind them up and they have both been struck off the companies register.  

By the end of 2006 the financial future of VUWSA looked a lot brighter. The levy had been increased and would continue to be 
adjusted for inflation each year. Budgets for 2007 had been set prior to the start of the financial year, and VUWSA was budgeting 
for a small surplus for 07. As discussed further on VUWSA’s internal structure in relation to HR has been restructured with two new 
positions created (one replacing an old position) to reflect the actual work needed at VUWSA in this area. Ironically two days after 
being elected 07 President Geoff Hayward said one of the two main things he wanted to do was have a financial review of VUWSA. 
By the time he said this, the review had already been completed. By the time Geoff took office on January 1st most of the main 
recommendations had been already implemented. 

In 2007 VUWSA should not be complacent. Whilst it has a budget and should be getting timely monthly statements it still need to 
constantly watch to see that it is living within its means. Traditionally VUWSA has started to blow its budget with Orientation and never 
really recovers, this can’t be allowed to happen in the future. The myth that VUWSA is some sort of bank or an endless pool of money 
needs to be broken. Instead people need to realise that VUWSA like everything else in the universe has limited resources that need to 
be allocated. If this mindset change can be achieved VUWSA can look forward to a positive financial future. 

Goal �. Accountability
To ensure that the structures and procedures of the Association result in effective and efficient communication, management and 
accountability. 

 Strategic planning
In 2006 a strategic planning exercise and subsequent strategic planning document were done. The idea was to get VUWSA to start 
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focusing on the 8 goals of the association and getting all sections of VUWSA to be singing from the same song book. Documents 
of this nature were common 5 or more years ago, and a couple of attempts were made in 03 and 04 but the documents were never 
finalized. As mentioned further on people doubling up or not taking responsibility was a all too common occurrence in the previous 
few years. Getting people to agree to goals and to get people to look at their Job descriptions, (both staff and exec) and with the 
executive members the policies they’d been elected on and match this with the constitutional goals of the association is a good start. 

The type of document put together in 2006 was more of a operational plan and was only in place for that year. Other associations 
have Strategic Plans of between 3-5 years as does NZUSA. The argument against this is that the executive are elected for a year term 
and this sets the direction of the association. However counter to this VUWSA has policies that remain consistent, and employs staff 
to organise and maintain services and student representation – and here change is far less constant. 

 Spam survey
The Spam survey was first done in 2005 and was the first large scale student survey done in a number of years. The survey was 
repeated in 2006, with a number of changes. Whilst the results of both surveys were useful in various ways, and were used as part 
of the student union services review in conjunction with a 2004 survey done by the Student Union. However there were concerns 
with the survey both years that it was done. In 2006 a number of the questions were changed but the final survey didn’t include all 
the changes required. The size of the online survey was too large and many students couldn’t complete it as their computer crashed. 
Also the survey contained a number of spelling errors and problems with general presentation. Whilst there were certainly mistakes 
from VUWSA’s end, there was concern with the standard of work from Tanker Design. Whilst earlier work done by Tanker for VUWSA 
banners to be used at University Games was good, on this project VUWSA was very under whelmed. After negotiations between 
VUWSA’s lawyers and Tanker a settlement over payment was made. However the feeling of the VUWSA exec and VUWSA Trust who 
paid for the project was that the cost was too high. Also another contractor who does similar work informed VUWSA that they could 
have done that job for much less than VUWSA was charged in 2005 and 2006. 

 The VUWSA executive
The 2006 VUWSA exec started off the year with a lot of new faces. Only 3 out of the 10 exec members elected at the end of 2005 to 
the 2006 exec had been on the VUWSA exec before. By May two out of those three had resigned leaving just Nick. The majority of the 
2006 were good honest hard working people who were there to serve students. Unfortunately 3 exec members made not so positive 
contributions to the exec team. If one were to read the Salient eye on exec columns one would get the impression that the 2006 
executive did nothing but engage in personal conflict. Whilst at the time individuals did waste time of personality politics and petty 
disputes, the reality is that the 2006 exec actually got through a considerable amount of work and achieved a number of things that 
many other executives had failed to. As mentioned above, this exec towards the end of the year managed to turn around the VUWSA 
financial situation, setting a timely budget, reducing expenditure without permanently undermining services (as nearly happened 
in 2002). This was the executive that approved the Student Union Deed. This executive appointed a number of new VUWSA Trust 
members where previous execs had struggled to find candidates. As already mentioned it was the first executive for a number of 
years to set a strategic plan/operation plan for the year. Many exec members helped out with hosting the University games where Vic 
students fielded the largest team in the competitions history and won the tournament for only the 8th time in the competitions 80+ 
year history. They helped the EAG organise a campaign around international fees – a campaign well overdue. 

At the 2005 VUWSA Annual General meeting 3 new executive positions were created – Queer Officer, Environmental Officer and 
International Officer. Tush, the Environmental Officer hit the ground running working on environmental campaigns and strategies for 
the students’ association and VUWSA. Tush had been a staff member at Waikato Student Union in 2002 so knew how things worked 
pretty well. Fiona Shi as International officer managed to resurrect the International Student Council and brought in a number of 
international students to help re-build this organization. The result of this was a far greater VUWSA focus on international students 
than ever before. Will Howell had a difficult year. Whilst UniQ was active there was a level of personality conflict within this rep group. 
This coupled with personal issues made it hard for Will to really establish this position to its full potential, hopefully students’ will see 
more benefit of this position in 2007. There is continued debate about the size of the VUWSA executive, some saying more positions 
need to be created and others complaining that it is already too large. The current size of 13 exec members worked fairly well in 2006. 
Concerns about lack of work space were generally overcome by better utilizing the VUWSA offices at Pipitea and Karori. However 
there is a case for reintroducing what VUWSA has in the 1980s which is SRC officers. This would mean that at weekly Student 
representative Council meetings there would be the ability for students to elect people to positions outside of the executive to work 
on various student issues. Back in the 1980s there were disabilities, Gay, Women and various other SRC officers. This way students 
have a broad level of student representation but the executive doesn’t grow too large. 

 VUWSA democracy
The other point is that some people mistake low percentage turnout in elections for executives to be a sign of student lack of 
participation. It is important that Students who participate in elections for student executive both in voting or standing as candidates. 
In 2006 voter turn out in elections for the 2007 exec were slightly better than in the previous year, however the movement was slight. 
In fact turnout in VUWSA elections has been fairly constant since 2001. However this isn’t necessarily a sign of disinterest in the 
association. There are plenty of students who use VUWSA services such as free flu shots, foodbank, attend activities or whatever 
who don’t vote. Likewise many students do see the value of student representation on University boards and the student advocacy 
available if they have a grievance – but weren’t all that interested in who was going to be next years president/women’s’ rights 
officer/activities officer/council rep etc. Equally important to this equation is the level of interest and participation in things like lecture 
meetings, volunteers for class reps and the like. In many ways the current downturn in student struggle (mentioned earlier) means 
getting mass student participation is more likely. Whist there are many things such as online voting, extending voter time, better use of 
class reps, better venues for mass meetings of VUWSA are all things which can help improve participation. The reality is that nothing 
is a quick fix and what is needed is patience and persistence. Like that cliché slogan from the shampoo advert says “it won’t happen 
overnight, but it will happen.”  
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   Womens’ Rights
In 2004 and 2005 the VUWSA Womens’ Rights Officers were Act party members who didn’t believe in the position they held. 
Unfortunately women’s rights at Victoria University did not get  any better in 2006. Her role as an executive member was largely 
destructive and the cause of a number of problems in 2006. 

At the start of 2006 the Womens’ Group was in need of new members and new life. At first there were a number of new members 
keen to be involved with feminist and progressive politics on campus. Within a short period of time these new members became 
largely inactive due to personality issues with the Womens’ Rights Officer. Caroline despite claiming to be a feminist wrote pseudonym 
letters to salient attack other women for their body appearance. Many of the events then organised were grandiose and lacked proper 
planning – resulting in budget blow-outs like the Anika Moa concert or low turn-outs at various workshops or events. 

In relation to Caroline’s role as an exec member had she behaved this way in any New Zealand secondary school she would have 
spent most the year on suspension or expelled. It is fair to say that Caroline’s role as an executive member was questionable.  In an e-
mail debate over a funding proposal put forward by Tush, Caroline began launching into personal attacks and calling Tush a “Fuckwit” 
rather than just debating the issue  with exec members, staff or others. Exec meetings would often take twice as long as they should 
have due to personal disagreements.  Her general office behaviour was often poor. On one occasion she began painting a banner 
in the middle of the VUWSA reception in Kelburn and was asked by a staff member to stop, the response Caroline gave was “Fuck 
off, what are you going to do about it”, she only stopped when the VUWSA president removed all the paint and brushes and refused 
to give it back till she moved the banner. On one occasion Caroline had her computer account disabled for a week for distributing 
pornographic images of a fellow executive member (unfortunately on this occasion a couple of others were also involved). 

At one point the university took disciplinary action against Caroline when she began vandalising the historic Hunter Building during 
the Council Meeting where international fees were increased. This detracted from the campaign against increases international 
student fees and brought VUWSA into disrepute. 

Unfortunately whilst the exec has powers to move motions of censure,  the only other action was to call a general meeting to have 
Caroline removed. Had a staff member been carrying out many of these actions the president would have had more power to act on 
the problems and nip them in the bud.

Salient were critical of the VUWSA president for meeting with a student who had expressed opposition to Caroline’s behavior and 
wanted to know the process for having her removed from the exec. Salient claimed this action was unprofessional. However Salient 
News Editor, Nicola Kean, was overheard saying to Caroline in the Workroom during one nasty dispute “Don’t worry Caroline, Salient 
has got your back”. From then on,  confrontations involved not just VUWSA, but the Student Union and UniQ, and it became clear 
that indeed Salient ‘had her back’. 

According to 2005 VUWSA President Jeremy Greenbrook in an e-mail to the Vic Labour e-mail loop Caroline Prendergast was a 
“Centre Left” exec member who stood up to Joel Cosgrove and Nick Kelly, thus Young Labour should back Caroline. However, 
the smarter sections of Young Labour put forward their own candidate who along with Caroline was beaten by 2006 exec member 
Heleyni Pratley. 

However the problems with Women’s rights goes much deeper than the person in the position of Womens’ rights officer. The Women’s 
Group on campus has been weak for sometime. The sorts of activities that are now considered ‘feminist’ are events like fashion 
shows. Whilst there is clearly still a need for a movement demanding equality for women when women take twice as long to repay 
student debt, earn much less than men and still often suffer sexual harassment and abuse. However for the last few years the position 
of Women’s Rights officer has operated in a vacuum of any serious feminist movement – and at the end of 2006 the position lacks 
clear direction.    

 Internal VUWSA 
At the end of 2005 there were a number of challenges for the incoming president and executive. One of the major difficulties was 
the terribly low morale of the VUWSA staff. In 2005 communication between VUWSA staff and the executive was very poor. The 
president is primarily responsible for making sure this communication is good and that people are working together, and Jeremy was 
particularly poor in this area. However this problem was much bigger than there being a bad president one year. As already mentioned 
VUWSA for a few years had lacked strategic plans, operating plans. Whilst execs came and went with various polices they wanted 
to implement, but without any bigger picture strategy or close collaboration with staff this wasn’t enough. The new executive in 2006 
were mostly quite young and in the case of a few fairly impressionable, and soon picked up on negative vibes and attitudes from staff. 

In early March just after Orientation a day session of VUWSA staff and exec was organised by Nick and facilitated by John Everest 
the University Disputes facilitator. The goal of this session was to get everyone on the same page and make sure everybody was clear 
on others roles and how everyone could work better as a team (similar to the forum held between VUWSA and the Student Union at 
the end of 2006). There were a number of improvements to come out of this, for example regular staff meetings and the beginning of 
strategic planning and goal setting for the year (sorely lacking in previous years). 

Most the of the VUWSA staff were hard working and reliable staff who are nothing but an asset to the Students’ Association. 
Unfortunately at the start of 2006 there was a small number of the staff who had considerable baggage and brought with them a 
negative and unproductive attitude towards the association. Thankfully by the end of 2006 this situation had turned around and 
the few staff who encouraged this attitude had left.  The attitudes being discussed included total disrespect for VUWSA and what 
it stood for. An example was during the financial review when a group of staff and exec meet to discuss the changes to HR. One of 
the suggestions was to appoint a VUWSA general manager, a position suggested in the past and rejected by the staff and eventually 
by the exec also. At the end of this process most in the VUWSA team agreed that an Association Coordinator, a step up form the 
previous Office Coordinator should be appointed to take leadership over the day to day administrative work, but not to become a full 
on manager. The concern was it could turn out like other associations where the manager stayed longer than the executive members 
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and soon held more power than the exec. However in speaking out against this one staff member was to say “hey we like having 
presidents being our employer, they are usually in their early twenties and find it harder to boss us around”. It also demonstrated that 
whilst VUWSA didn’t necessarily need a General Manager, it certainly needed a far stronger and more robust management system 
than had operated up till then.  

Administration of the exec had become fairly sloppy in a number of areas. A couple of examples of this were VUWSA’s on-going 
administration of the free bus tickets to satellite campuses, the locker database, and even basic stuff like the list of keys to the 
VUWSA offices. In 2006 Julie McKiernan returned to the Kelburn office (the main VUWSA office) after the other VUWSA staff in this 
area at Kelburn had left. When Julie arrived at Kelburn most of VUWSA’s main administrative systems had broken down, databases 
were a shambles and there were various examples of lockers being double sold or VUWSA underselling car parks – thus losing the 
association money. This breakdown appeared to have been going on since mid-2005. Within weeks of stepping into this mess and 
in a situation where VUWSA was short staffed Julie McKiernan managed to re-establish necessary databases and made the VUWSA 
internal system more organised than they had ever been before. As a result of this work in we also discovered that there had been 
a small group of students ripping off the free bus tickets and using way more than they were entitled to. VUWSA and the University 
share the cost of bus tickets to satellite campuses and this abuse cost both organisations a lot of money. By the end of Trimester 2 
we had stopped this and made the main culprits pay back VUWSA and the University for the tickets they had been given but weren’t 
allowed. VUWSA now has much stronger systems in place to stop these sorts of things happening, the fact that things had slipped 
so badly in the first place was a problem of sloppy processes and a couple of staff members under performing over a long period of 
time. Ironically it was only after a couple of people left and other started putting systems back together that people realised how bad 
things had got. 

At the end of 2006 VUWSA has a lot more systems in place and was starting to develop systems in areas where there were still gaps. 
At the end of the review and the creation of the two new positions VUWSA continued to have a flat management structure – however 
unlike before it had more of an actual management structure. Whilst things have improved its important that both staff and exec keep 
on this and greater communication, forward planning and establishing and maintaining of systems continue to happen.  

 Salient
Some have tried to argue that the relationship between the VUWSA executive and Salient (particularly between the President and 
editor) was unprofessional in 2006. Nothing could be further from the truth. The relationship even during the bitterest disagreements 
remained professional, and certainly was professional from most VUWSA exec members. Processes were followed, lines of 
communication always remained open (even during the worst disputes) and generally things ticked along as they usually do. 

Where Salient and VUWSA had tension in 2006 was largely due to the editorial line that Salient took on the VUWSA exec, its 
leadership, direction and often the organisation as a whole. With the exception of the campaign to have the VUWSA levy increased 
most of what Salient reported or wrote about in 2006 was negative and often scathing. Salient has editorial independence and can 
take whatever position it feels like, and there is nothing wrong with this. The problem arises when these editorial lines (often masked 
as reporting) are based of hearsay, bias and poor research.  

In 2006 Salient came second in the ASPA awards. Given the quality of the 2006 publication a 2nd place shows a lower standard in 
student journalism. Research particularly in the news section often amounted to little more than some Google searches. The features 
unlike previous years didn’t break new ground and were often topics done before or not of much interest. 

One of the main things the 2006 Salient will be remembered for was the ‘Top 5’ section where it listed Chinese as being one of the 
“Top 5 species to be wary of”. This poor taste comment nearly caused an international incident and complaints were made by the NZ 
Chinese embassy to Victoria University. Apology letters from both the University and VUWSA were sent to the embassy and members 
of the Chinese community in Wellington. However Salient refused to apologies for the comment. 

Another example was the exec reviews, which were nothing more than opinion pieces where Salient staff would write what they 
thought of exec members and rate them one a score of one to ten. These opinion pieces were published without by-lines in the news 
section and were called ‘Exec Performance Appraisals’.  

One of the more tragic aspects of the 2006 wishing to focus on bitchiness and personality politics within VUWSA and elsewhere 
were the things that Salient neglected. The 500 + students who entered the University Games hosted in Wellington and won the 
competition for only the 8th time in its long history. This whole event was barely mentioned in Salient, overshadowed by whatever 
petty argument had happened in the VUWSA offices that week. By contrast the Student magazine at Auckland University of 
Technology (AUT) had quite considerable coverage of the 2006 University games, and they only came third. In this respect students 
were let down by Salient in 06.

Another example was the signing of the Student Union Deed. This was a very significant development in the history of the student 
union and actually was a huge victory for VUWSA and the student body – with VUWSA being in stronger position than it had ever 
been before. The somewhat brief reports of this in Salient were both cynical and made more of an issue of the fact that the Salient 
journalists got free alcohol at the deed signing than of what the Deed meant. 

In the last issue of the 2006 Salient the outgoing VUWSA president wrote a Presidents column critical of the 2006 Salient. A personal 
grievance was taken by the Salient editor as a result of this. What was discussed in mediation was confidential. The presidents 
column afterwards was published on the Salient website, but the Salient editor be given the right of reply. Also the version of the 
Presidents column posted to the indymedia website: http://indymedia.org.nz/newswire/display/71812/index.php have the bottom 
signature amended from saying “Nick Kelly VUWSA President” to “Nick Kelly”, however the title of the article would remain “VUWSA 
presidents column”. 

 Ngai Tauira
In 2005 the relationship between the VUWSA exec and the Ngai Tauira executive hit an all time low. In 2004 it was discovered 
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that Ngai Tauira treasurer from 2000 to 2004 had stolen thousands of dollars of Ngai Tauira funds. The fraud had begun in 2000 
around the same time that the percentage of VUWSA’s budget given to Ngai Tauira was increased from 8% to 15%. When the fraud 
was discovered in 2004 Ngai Tauira funds were frozen and an investigation was carried out. Eventually the former treasurer was 
prosecuted in 2005. The fraud came to light not very long after Former National Party leader Don Brash’s Orewa Speech, so the Treaty 
of Waitangi was a hot potato in NZ politics and media attention on this fraud played on this aspect. 

Meanwhile in 2005 the Memorandum of Understanding between VUWSA and Ngai Tauira expired and was due to be re-negotiated. 
The wording of the MoU hadn’t changed in a number of years and the yearly re-negotiations were often little more than a rubber 
stamping exercise. Negotiations in 2005 by contrast were a bitter and very involved ordeal. Within the VUWSA exec opinions varied 
wildly from people wanting to reduce the amount of money Ngai Tauira received each year due to the fraud and wanting to change 
significant parts of the MoU. A number of students including members of the exec wanted to amend the VUWSA constitution so to 
make Ngai Tauira a Rep group in the same way that the Pacifika Council or UniQ are. Currently Ngai Tauira are considered a separate 
but equal body to VUWSA and this is written into the VUWSA constitution.  This was raised at the 2005 VUWSA AGM but didn’t pass. 
In part this was pushed by the National and Act party supporters on the 2005 exec, but also a number of left leaning exec members 
didn’t support the status-quo and wanted far greater accountability. On the other side there was identity politics supporters including 
Maddy Drew who argued that every second year all the students’ association funds should be given to Ngai Tauira and that VUWSA 
apply for some of the money back. This argument implies that Maori should have more rights than say Pacific students, and in fact is 
a move away from racial equality which VUWSA has a long history of supporting. Maori are under represented within the University 
community as a whole, but over represented in statistics relating to financial hardship, low marks and withdrawing from university 
without completing degree courses for a number of reasons. Having support structures including a Maori students’ association is 
important. However decisions about allocation of money should be based around provision of services and representation of Maori 
students’ and the best way to deliver these. Idealistic and moralistic arguments around allocation of money to Ngai Tauira do nothing 
to serve Maori students and in 2005 resulted in a deadlock.  Eventually in December 2005 a funding agreement was signed where 
Ngai Tauira received 10% of the VUWSA’s budget, whilst this was signed the full MoU was not.

In 2006 the aim was to get an MoU, but more importantly to establish a strong working relationship between VUWSA and Ngai Tauira 
where both organisations worked in the best interests of students. In a number of areas this has happened throughout, for example 
on Academic Board where the Student rep from Ngai Tauira works with other Student reps from VUWSA and PGSA. The first major 
project was the Hangover Hangi organised at the end of Orientation week at the start of Trimester One. This was useful as the two 
organisations executives worked together to organise the Hangi. Also it was a good opportunity for all members of the student 
community to attend an event organised by both organisations. Whilst discussion regarding the MoU quietly proceeded throughout 
2006, the more important actual relationship continued to improve. Education Vice-President Miri Duffield made considerable efforts 
to include Ngai Tauira in Education Office projects ranging from faculty delegates to class reps and work on various university policies. 
Another example was participation by Ngai Tauira in all three NZUSA conferences – something which had happened in the past but 
more so in 2006. 

In December 2006 VUWSA and Ngai Tauira were able to sign a 2 year MoU between the two organisations. The new document 
whilst still taking a lot from previous documents had more things relating to joint projects and active partnership between the two 
organisations, with practical things like making monthly meetings between the two organisations compulsory. Also the new MoU had 
and appendix with a timeline for Ngai Tauira to become an incorporated society helping to make the organisation more financially 
accountable and preventing a fraud like that committed earlier from happening again. 

How the two organisations work together in the future and whether relationship that improved in 2006 continues to stay strong is still 
unknown. But if both organisations have the focus of serving students as their main goal great the relationship between VUWSA and 
Ngai Tauira can continue to grow and deliver great results. 

 NZUSA
NZUSA used to stand for the New Zealand University Students’ Association but mid-way through 2006 changed its name to the 
New Zealand Union of Students’ Associations to reflect the inclusion of Polytechnic and other none university campuses into the 
organization. The goal of the organisation is to be the national body that represents students, to organise national campaigns, 
conduct research on student issues and generally should be the strongest advocate for student concerns. The co presidents of 
NZUSA in 2006 were Joey Randell and Connor Roberts. The National Womens’ Rights officer was former VUWSA Education Vice-
President Jennifer Jones. 

The feeling of a large number of 2006 VUWSA exec members, and a number of others within the student body at Victoria University 
was that the NZUSA under performed in 2006. The attitude of NZUSA leadership, and unfortunately shared by a number on the Fedex 
(the national executive of NZUSA made up of member association presidents) was that NZUSA shouldn’t run campaigns in 2006 as it 
might make students look greedy after the interest write-off introduced by the Labour-led government. In practice this meant praising 
press releases after any old announcement by the government to do with funding changes, interest write offs, very small increases 
to university staff pay and whatever else the government did. The issue of allowances dropped off the radar despite the fact that 
confidence and supply deals with the government made increased access to allowances are major point. 

In previous years NZUSA ran national campaigns. Whilst these were often run as very top down campaigns and didn’t bring in 
large numbers of students, at least they were an attempt to highlight important issues and put out demands like calling for ‘A living 
allowance for all students’. The failure to put forward any real campaign such as this in 2006 meant students lost ground politically. 

A day forum on Fee setting concentrated more on meeting manoeuvring at University Council meetings than on mass campaigns or 
addressing the fundamental issue of under funding. Connor Roberts along with other association presidents advocated trying to argue 
for lower fee increase, eg turning up to a council meeting and arguing for a 2% increase rather than a 5%. In many ways NZUSA 
represented the lowered horizons of students nationally. Whereas in the past NZUSA has openly advocated for Free Education, many 
of its leaders are now content with smaller fee increases. 
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The problems within NZUSA also represent a problem with the organisations structure. NZUSA’s membership is the executives of 
student associations, and these are the people who attend its conferences and set its direction. Whilst most student executives are 
elected by students, this still puts considerable degrees of separation between it and the students it claims to represent. The result 
is that most students’ are unaware of what NZUSA is, let along get the opportunity to have much say over its direction. The NZUSA 
presidents and National Womens’ Rights officer are elected by executive members – so the student body as a whole has no input into 
this process. Apart from a campus tour at the start of each year the NZUSA officials often have little contact with universities outside 
of meeting student executives and members of a tertiary institutions management team.

VUWSA president Nick Kelly wrote a Presidents’ column in Salient in July 2006 raising some of the concerns with NZUSA. This 
caused considerable controversy and the NZUSA leadership became very defensive. Two executive members Jules Van Cruysen 
(Welfare Vice-President) and Women Rights Officer Caroline Prendergast wrote letter of support of NZUSA to Salient the following 
week.

At the end of 2006 the VUWSA exec moved a motion of no confidence in NZUSA co president Joey Randell. The reason for this move 
was concern by the VUWSA exec at the interference in the co-presidency election. Joey elected in the first round of voting at the 
September conference. As no other candidate managed to gain a 2/3 majority in the co-presidents election in the first round, another 
round was called six weeks later. Many on the VUWSA exec felt that Joey had actively campaigned for a candidate who he had earlier 
worked with in Auckland, but worse still had talked down other candidates. As it happened no candidate made it through the 2nd 
round and a third round was called – which later lapsed as the only nominated candidate withdrew from the election. The motion of 
no confidence was put forward by the majority of the VUWSA exec, and was also supported by Ngai Tauira. At a phone conference 
to debate and vote on the issue VUWSA’s no confidence motion was supported by the Weltec Students’ Association (WSA), and 
the Christchurch College Of Education Students’ Association (CCESA) abstained from a motion of confidence in Joey. Whilst Joey 
remained the NZUSA co-president it made a strong point, as it was the first no confidence motion in an NZUSA co-president in a 
number of years. 

 Threats to VUWSA
In the background both at VUWSA and around the country in students’ associations particularly during 2005 was ‘the threat of 
voluntary’. Some student leaders both at VUWSA and nationally were concerned to the point of paranoia regarding Voluntary student 
membership, some even believing its introduction to be inevitable. 

In 2006 there was a minority of students who supported VSM and even a handful who publicly advocated for it during the levy debate. 
However the debate over the VUWSA levy and any public discussion over the services and representation that having a students’ 
association that all students belong to can provide most students can see the value of it. There hasn’t been a significant shift since 
1999 when a referendum for Voluntary Student membership was soundly defeated. 

In the past some presidents have been so obsessed with the so-called ‘threat of voluntary’ that they have used it as an argument 
against many forms of student action and VUWSA taking public positions on various issues. Ironically it’s a students’ association that 
is inactive and not championing issues that have student mass support that would find it harder were there to be a campaign against 
voluntary membership. In reality the best defence against any move to disable students associations is for the student organisations 
to be strong and democratic so students can clearly see the benefits of a strong student association and are prepared to fight for it. 
This is the best defence against any attempt by rightists to call for a referendum on the issue, or the more likely scenario of a future 
government trying to legislate it through as the Australian Liberal government did in 2005. 

 Websites
In 2006 VUWSA and Salient finally upgraded their substandard websites. Largely thanks to the initiative taken by Sponsorship and 
Advertising Manager Jon McQueen VUWSA contracted Hamish from Catch Design to rebuild the two websites. Within days of 
launching the Salient website had a huge number of hits, and was ranked highly in survey ranking international websites in terms of 
quality. 

The VUWSA website whilst not getting quite the same number of hits as Salient, still improved considerably. Easier site navigation, 
less cluttered pages, nicer and more dynamic design helped make both these sites huge successes.   

 Life members board
At the end of 2006 VUWSA’s life members board was updated for the first time since 1984. For a number of years this task has been 
outstanding and the VUWSA Trust had agreed to pay for the work along time ago. Finally in late 2006 Nick put the board in his 1982 
Toyota Starlet and drove it to Peter Campbell engravers in Petone. Part of the problem was that Obit dates were needed 7 of the 
older life members. 6 out of 8 of the obit dates were found thanks to help Alistair Shaw, Tim Beaglehole and research done by Nick at 
Births, Deaths and Marriages. There are two names outstanding who VUWSA doesn’t have details for, they are Purcy Burbidge who 
was made a life member in 1914 and Henry E Moore who was made a life member in 1943. 

Also an additional Life members board needed to be constructed as their wasn’t room for the names of people elected after 1990. 
At the same time as this boards were made with the names of VUWSA presidents and publications editors from 1899 to 2006. These 
should all be on display within the student union building once completed in 2007.  

Conclusion:
According to successful 2007 VUWSA president candidate Geoff Hayward the 2006 executive was the “most selfish ever”. The 
VUWSA exec and team in 2006 worked long hours and put in an effort above and beyond the call of duty time and time again. 
VUWSA resolved a bitter Student Union dispute over half a century old, got an agreement over Team Vic which it had been trying to 
do for half a decade, restored the relationship between it and Ngai Tauira, addressed a long standing problem with VUWSA’s finances 
and by year end had turned the situation around, it helped re-establish a student radio station, helped start a project to vastly improve 
the student centre of Kelburn campus, organised a kick arse University Games, ran Orientation and Re orientation and other activities 
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and basically worked tirelessly for students. In reality the 2006 VUWSA exec, staff and volunteers couldn’t have been less selfish if it 
had tried. 

In the elections at the end of 2006 President Nick Kelly failed to get re-elected as VUWSA President. Geoff Hayward stood on a Vic 
Labour ticket and defeated Nick, consistent with a national strategy by Young Labour to control Student association executives. 
However few others from the Vic Labour ticket were elected at the end of 2006. Whilst very critical of the 2006 exec and running a 
campaign talking down its members, 5 of the 2007 exec are returning executive members from 2006. In 2006 a high profile Alliance 
Party member joined the Labour Party to secure a position within a trade union, an action which helped get this person elected. 
Maybe had Nick Kelly done something similar the result would have been different – but such an unprincipled action would have been 
far worse than an election loss.  

The final comment is the paragraph of the VUWSA Presidents column 9.10.2006 which was removed by the editor and never put into 
print: 
“The reality is that for most of us things are going to continue to get worse under capitalism. Since the end of the post war boom 
students and workers have continued to be squeezed harder and harder to maintain the levels of profit. Wages continue to be driven 
down, the 40 hour working week is now a distant memory for many workers. A lifetime of debt for graduates isn’t now seriously 
challenged by any party in parliament. We need stop looking to lobby politicians to bring about change; we need to stop thinking that 
the next select committee submission is actually going to do jack shit. Historically any significant political or social change has come 
from a mass movement of the people. It has come from people breaking the rules. The only way the human race can bring about any 
real change in the future is to get rid of the capitalist system. As long as people are exploited for their labour power in return for profit 
people’s living standard won’t improve. Capitalism cannot be reformed, what the last century has proved is that social democracy 
and attempts to make capitalism nicer just don’t work in the end. The destruction of the Alliance after they supported the invasion of 
Afghanistan proved where this sort of politics leads.”

It was an honour to be the VUWSA President in 2006. I firmly believe that I leave the organisation in a better state than when I took 
over the presidency at the start of 2006, and certainly better than when I was first elected to the exec at the end of 2002. I look 
forward to the Students’ association having a strong and vibrant future where it continues to serve students. 

Kia Kaha, 

Nick Kelly 
2006 VUWSA President 
May 1 2007
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Audited Financial Accounts
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Victoria University of Wellington Students’ Association

Te Roopu Tauira a te Kura Wananga o te Upoko o te Ika a Maui Inc.

VUWSA Initial General Meeting (IGM) Minutes:  

Date:  22nd March 2006, 12.40 pm.

Location:  VUW Quad

Present executive members:  Nick Kelly, Miri Duffield, Maddy Drew, Joel Cosgrove, Caroline Prendergast, Delia Timms, CJ Hunt.

Apologies:  Kate McEachen, Mary Jane Waru, Hu Jia and Caroline Prendergast (late).

Note:  No apologies were received from Melissa Barnard

Quorum Count:  A Quorum count was taken – 110 members were present

1.  Notification of items of general business 

a) Caroline Prendergast’s motions on feminism

2. Minutes of the 2005 IGM

Motion:  That the IGM minutes of the 16/03/06 be accepted as a true and accurate record as amended.

Moved:  Nick Kelly (from the chair)

1 abstention

Carried 

3. Constitutional amendments

a) Change to VUWSA general exec – proposed by Nick Kelly

Motion:  That clause 20 of the constitution is changed.  The changed version will read as follows ‘An applicant may stand for 
the positions of President, Vice President (Education), Vice President (Welfare), Treasurer, Women’s Rights Officer, Queer Officer, 
International Students Officer, Environmental Officer, Campaigns Officer, Activities Officer, Clubs Officer, Education Officer A and 
Education Officer B but can only hold one of those positions’ and clause 21  be changed to read ‘If after applications close there 
is only one candidate for the position of President, Vice President (Education), Vice President (Welfare), Treasurer, Women’s Rights 
Officer, Queer Officer, International Students Officer, Environmental Officer, Campaigns Officer, Activities Officer, Clubs Officer, 
Education Officer A and Education Officer B the applicant(s) shall not be deemed to be elected but shall be stand in the election who 
may be elected or defeated in the manner hereinafter provided’.

Moved:  Nick Kelly (from the chair)

Seconded: Gareth Robinson

13 for, 53 against, 2 abstentions, carried.

b) Time limit on being VUWSA President – Proposed Nicholas O’Kane

Motion:  That Part III Section 1 clause 4 which states ‘No person may hold the position of President for more than a total of twenty 
four (24) months’ be deleted from the VUWSA constitution.  This motion is to take effect provided it is passed by a two thirds majority 
at the VUWSA initial general meeting immediately once registered.

Moved:  Nicholas O’Kane

Seconded:  Chris Bishop

6 for, 70 against, 3 abstentions, Failed.

c) Conflicts of interest

Motion:  Part X Section 6 of the VUWSA constitution relating to conflicts of interest is amended.  The amended part X Section 6 will 
say the following:  ‘Candidates for the VUWSA executive and other student representative positions should declare any conflicts of 
interest.  In particular candidates should inform Salient of any personal, financial or other interests that could create a conflict for the 

APPENDIX 1 - General Meeting Minutes
Note: These have not been adopted and are draft minutes, Please contact VUWSA for final minutes before quoting
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candidate if they are elected to the VUWSA executive or other student representative positions.  Candidates should declare affiliations 
to political organisations. Candidates should declare circumstances they believe could result in a conflict of interest’. 

Moved:  Nick Kelly

Seconded:  Jeremy Greenbrook

90 for, 4 against, 3 abstentions, Carried.

d)  Changes to Rep Group charter – Proposed Nicholas O’Kane

The VUWSA Constitution be amended in the ways outlined below
That schedule 9 of the VUWSA constitution relating to representative groups is amended.  The amended version would say “A 
Representative Organisation shall be recognised either by:

(a) A General Meeting passing a resolution by a sixty percent majority to that effect in which case it shall continue to be recognised 
until a resolution is passed that it no longer be recognised; organisations so recognised by a General Meeting shall be listed at the 
end of this schedule, and such resolution shall be deemed to be an amendment to the Constitution; or

(b) The Executive passing a resolution which shall have force for one calendar year from the date the resolution is passed.

In order to be recognised a Representative Organisation shall:

(a) Have a clearly defined constituency consisting of at least 500 students of the Victoria University of Wellington including a provision 
for students who do not feel represented by the representative organization or have a conscientious objection to membership who 
would otherwise be members of the association to leave the organization (except where special permission is given by the executive 
involving a vote of approval by over 60% of all executive members or 60% majority vote in a general meeting) ;

(b) Accept some devolved representative function otherwise performed by the Association; 

(c) Have policies and undertake activities that are consistent with the goals of the Association; and

(d) Have a democratic structure including annual elections for all positions of authority within the representative organization where 
each member has one vote and all votes are equal.

(e) Be an incorporated society with a clear and transparent decision making process especially regarding financial matters and 
provide to the Executive of the association with copies of minutes for all official meetings where official decisions are made and 
budget documents.

(f) Have a written constitution that shall be a public document.

The Representative Organisation may apply to the Executive for funding from a fund known as the Student Representative Council 
Fund.  Such application shall normally be made during the third trimester and shall be for the following year’s activities.

The Executive shall grant funds according to the following criteria:

(a) The number of students whose interests are represented by the Representative Organisation;

(b) The extent of the representative functions that the Representative Organisation has had devolved to it;

(c) The type and number of activities to be undertaken; and

(d) The number of Association goals furthered by the Representative Organisation.   The association is not to give a percentage of 
the budget of the association to a rep group (or Ngai Tauria ) that is substantially higher than the percentage of students who are 
members of that rep group (regarding Ngai Tauria when determining the percentage of the VUWSA budget to be given to Ngai Tauria 
the funds Ngai Tauria gives to NZUSA and Salient under any memorandum of understanding between Ngai Tauria and the association 
are to be deducted) without the permission of a sixty percent majority vote of approval at a general meeting of the student body.

The Representative Organisation shall appoint one person from its membership who shall have the principal function of liaison and 
communication with the Executive.

In other matters the Representative Organisation shall set its own procedures and rules, provided they are in accord with this 
Constitution.  Such rules and procedures must be in a written and accessible form.”

This motion will take effect on the 22nd of September 2006. Regarding the implementation of this motion all existing rep groups 
will still be recognized as long as they fulfil the a-f requirements. The constitutional amendments passed at the 2005 annual 
general meeting relating to the recognition of rep groups will be repealed and Part 1 s.3 A (3) will be amended with the words “and 
acknowledge Ngai Tauira o te Kura Wananga o te Upoko o te Ika a Maui as official representatives of Maori students on campus  ” 
being deleted.

No mover or seconder existed for this motion so this was automatically lost.

d) Proposal for exec size to be determined by voter turnout, STV voting, Revenue, and Expenditure VP, change in bonus rules, new 
exec start in November – Proposed by Nicholas O’Kane.

Proposal for exec size to be determined by voter turnout
That Section 2 of the VUWSA constitution is amended.  The amended version would state
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“S.2 THE EXECUTIVE

1. The Executive of the Association shall comprise:

n) President 
o) Vice-President (Education) 
p) Vice-President (Welfare) 
q) Vice President (Revenue and Expenditure) 
r) All others who are elected to the executive in accordance with Schedule 2 of the constitution

6. In that period between his/her election and taking office, the President elect shall become a non voting member of the Executive, 
provided that this section shall not apply to any person who is, at the time of her/his election, a member of the Executive.

7. The Executive shall be elected annually in accordance with Schedule 2 of this constitution with voting taking place on five 
consecutive weekdays (Monday-Friday) starting during the month of September to be decided by the executive prior to the end of 
the month of June. It will take office on 1 November of the year in which it was elected. In the event of a vote of no confidence in the 
entire Executive succeeding at a Special General meeting new elections are to be held with voting occurring precisely 30-35 days 
after the special general meeting and the new executive taking office precisely 65 days after the special general meeting.

8. Every member of the Executive under S.7 and S.8 of this part shall be a member of the Association at the time of his/her election 
and during her/his term of office, provided that the President and Vice-Presidents need not enrol or study as a student during his/her 
term of office.

9. No act or proceeding of the Executive, or of any committee thereof, or of any person acting as a member of the said Executive or of 
any committee, shall be invalidated in consequence of there being a vacancy in the number of the said Executive or committee at the 
time of the act or proceeding.”

The word “Executive” be deleted from the title of schedule 7 of the constitution

STV voting
That Section 1.1, 1.2 & 1.3 of the Constitution be amended.  The new version would state 

‘S.1 THE OFFICERS

1. The Officers of the Association shall be the President, the Vice-President (Education), the Vice-President (Welfare) and the Treasurer.

2. The President is a full time position and shall receive a salary In 1993 of $22,000 gross.  In subsequent years the salary shall be 
automatically adjusted by the prevailing weekly wage index at the year prior to the year for which the President takes office.

3. Every candidate for the President shall be a student member of the Association at the time of her/his election.

Will be changed to say (points 4. and 5. should be 1. and 2. for some reason cutting and pasting couldn’t change these things):

Revenue and Expenditure VP

That Section 1.4 & 1.5 (on the Officers) of the Constitution is amended. The new version would state

‘S.1 THE OFFICERS

4. The Officers of the Association shall be the President, the Vice-President (Education), the Vice-President (Welfare) and the Vice-
president (Revenue and Expenditure).

5. The President is a full time position. The President shall receive a salary of $27,000 gross and each Vice-President will receive a 
salary a salary of $12 000 gross’.

Other amendments include ‘Part 3 section 1 clause 5 of the constitution which says will be deleted’ 

Change in Bonus rules
Part 3 Section 1 Clause 7 of the constitution will be amended. The amended version shall state which says          

“Each member of the Executive, other than the President and the two Vice-Presidents, shall receive an honorarium of $1000.00 per 
year paid in twelve (12) monthly instalments.  Students who hold the offices listed in list X will get paid a salary of $900 for each 
position in list X they hold.

List X 
Women’s Rights officer 
Queer Officer 
Activities Officer 
Campaigns Officer 
Clubs officer 
Education Officer A 
Education Officer B 
International Students Officer 
Environment Officer”

The executive prior to the Annual General Meeting will recommend how much bonus payments each member of the executive and 
officers listed under list X will receive. The executive may not spend more than $18 000 in bonus payments per year. The precise 
amount of bonus payment each person holding the offices listed in list X and each executive member gets will be decided at the 
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Annual general Meeting.”

To Part 2 Section 2 (4) ,”(d) Will decide taking into consideration a recommendation made by the executive how much bonus payment 
each executive member and person holding offices listed under list X in Part 3 Section 1 Clause 7 gets”.

The “executive honoraria” clauses of schedule 5 will also be deleted.

STV Voting
Clause 20 in schedule 2 of the VUWSA constitution will be amended.  The amended version will state “An applicant may stand 
for the positions of President, Vice-President (Education), Vice-President (Welfare), Vice President (Revenue and Expenditure) and 
for Executive member but can only hold one of those positions. A applicant may stand for the positions of Women’s rights officer, 
Queer Officer, Activities Officer, Campaigns Officer, Clubs Officer, Education Officer, International Students Officer and environment 
Officer and hold as many of the posts above as he or she is democratically elected to regardless as whether he or she is elected to 
the positions of President, Vice-President (Education), Vice-President (Welfare), Vice President (Revenue and Expenditure) and for 
Executive member, with the sole exception that no applicant can hold simultaneously more than one of the positions listed in list Z 
below List Z Education Vice President Education Officer A Education Officer B”

Clause 16 in schedule 2 of the VUWSA constitution will be rewritten to say “Each applicant shall make a signed application specifying 
whether she/he wishes to stand for the position of President, Vice-President (Education), Vice-President (Welfare), Vice president 
(Finance and Revenue), Other Executive member,  Women’s Rights Officer , Queer Officer, International Students Officer, Environment 
Officer or Executive member or any of those positions and including his/her e-mail address and telephone number (if any).” 

Clause 24 in schedule 2 of the VUWSA constitution will be rewritten to say”

     Election to be held on                     (dates)

 For                                                                 

     INSTRUCTIONS

A. On this ballot paper you may vote by ranking you’re preferred candidates in order to determine who holds what political offices in 
the association.

B. For the position of President you must vote for by ranking all candidates 1 to y, 1 being your first preference, y being the last.

C. For the position of Vice-President (Education) you must vote by ranking all candidates 1 to y, 1 being your first preference, y being 
the last.

D. For the position of Vice-President (Welfare) you must vote for by ranking all candidates 1 to y, 1 being your first preference, y being 
the last.

E. For the position of Vice-President (Revenue and Expenditure) you must vote for by ranking all candidates 1 to y, 1 being your first 
preference, y being the last.

F. For the position of Women’s Rights Officer you must vote for by ranking all candidates 1 to y, 1 being your first preference, y being 
the last.

G. For the position of Queer Officer you must vote by ranking all candidates 1 to y, 1 being your first preference, y being the last.

H. For the position of Activities Officer you must vote for by ranking all candidates 1 to y, 1 being your first preference, y being the 
last.

I. For the position of Campaigns Officer you must vote for by ranking all candidates 1 to y, 1 being your first preference, y being the 
last.

J. For the position of Clubs Officer you must vote for by ranking all candidates 1 to y, 1 being your first preference, y being the last.

K. For the positions of Education Officer you must vote for by ranking all candidates 1 to y, 1 being your first preference, y being the 
last.

L. For the position of International students Officer you must vote for by ranking all candidates 1 to y, 1 being your first preference, y 
being the last. 

M. For the position of Environment Officer you must vote for by ranking all candidates 1 to y, 1 being your first preference, y being the 
last.

N. In the event that there is only one candidate for any one of these positions, you may vote ‘no confidence’ for that position.

O. For the Executive, you must vote for by ranking all candidates 1 to y, 1 being the first choice, y being the last.

P. No preference is implied by exercising neither option for a candidate.

Q. If the manner in which an option is chosen is not clear on the ballot paper, that vote shall be rendered invalid. All candidates must 
be ranked in order for the vote to be valid.

R. Marks on the ballot paper other than in exercise of either of the options and those properly put on it by a poll clerk will need the 
ballot paper invalid.

S. If you make a mistake on the ballot papers return it to the poll clerk for destruction and obtain a fresh paper.
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T. When you have finished marking this paper in accordance with these instructions fold the ballot paper and put it in the ballot box.

(Set out: The candidates for President, Vice-President (Education), Vice-President (Welfare), Vice-President (Revenue and 
Expenditure), Women’s Rights Officer, Queer Officer, Activities Officer, Campaigns Officer, Campaigns Officer, Clubs Officer, Education 
Officer and for the Executive shall be listed with full names of incumbent listed first (if more than one incumbent the one who received 
most votes last election listed first) and after all incumbents have been listed the names of the rest of the candidates will be listed in 
alphabetical order for surname. A box for each option shall be placed beside each name).

Clause 29 in schedule 2 of the constitution will be rewritten to say” every member of the association who is on the role of electors 
shall be entitled to vote in accordance with the instructions found in clause 14.”

Clause 44 in Schedule 2 of the constitution will be amended to say”

44.  The returning officer shall cause the votes to be counted in the following manner: 

     (a) The returning officer shall compare all rolls from the polling booths to determine that no member has voted twice and shall 
count from the rolls the number of those who have voted.

     (b) Should any occurrence of dual voting be detected the votes shall be extracted and immediately deemed invalid.

     (c) Each unopened paper shall be checked for the initials of the polling booth official or in the case of an absentee vote the 
signature of the returning officer and the number of a member on the electoral roll.

     (d) If upon examination any paper does not conform to the instructions in Clause 24 of this Schedule it shall be deemed invalid and 
immediately set aside.

     (e) The returning officer will count the total number of votes.

If 1-999 votes the executive will have 10 members (6 elected under schedule 2 clause 24 C), If 1000-1199 the executive will have 11 
members (7 elected under schedule 2 clause 24 C) and if 1200 or more votes the executive will have 12 members (* elected under 
Schedule 2 clause 24 C).

 (e) Each paper shall be opened.

     (f) Each paper shall be examined for validity of voting.

 (g) The Votes are to be counted the following way:

  1. Determination of a quota using the formula n divided by r plus1 =quota, with n being the number of valid votes cast and r being 
the number of positions remaining to be filled.

  2. The votes for each candidate are counted. Those candidates with more than the quota are declared elected. Their votes will be 
redistributed so their next preference votes will be added on to the votes for other candidates with the quota being recalculated with 
r being recalculated each time one or more candidates being elected. If at any stage in counting the votes no candidate has obtained 
the quota the candidate who has the lowest number of votes is declared eliminated with his votes being redistributed as if he or she 
were elected, and that candidate is no longer be eligible for the position. This process is to continue until all positions are filled.

 (H)  The six (6) or seven (7) or eight (8) candidates required under clause 24C of schedule 2 will be elected as described in point g 
above. All other of the offices 

 All positions mentioned in section 2, clause 24 B, will be elected as described in point g above with the exception that once a 
candidate has obtained the quota he or she will be declared elected and no further redistribution of votes will occur.

 Executive positions unfilled shall be declared vacant by the returning officer, and filled in the manner prescribed by this constitution.

 (I) Any other voting paper not adhering strictly to the instructions

on the paper shall be examined by the returning officer and one assistant who shall declare it invalid unless they both agree that the 
paper does show a clear vote for one applicant.  In the event of a tie, the returning officer and one of his/her assistants shall toss a 
coin or draw lots to decide which of the tied applicants shall be elected.

Clause 46, schedule 2, will be rewritten to say “Victoria University of Wellington Students’ Association Inc.

  DECLARATION OF ELECTION RESULT

  I                      returning officer, declare that I have

complied with all the provisions of the Constitution and its schedules regarding elections and declare that the following number of 
votes was cast: 

    Votes of first preference for   Votes obtained through

redistribute-on of votes  Total Votes

 Name       

 Name       

 Name       

 Name       
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 Name       

 et al       

 Total       

  Accordingly, I hereby declare the following elected as:

                                      

             (position)                        (name)

  Signature of returning officer     

  Signature of assistants                       

  Time                Date             Place’

New Exec Start in November

List B in Part 7 section 2 (3) will be rewritten to say “All others who are elected to the executive in accordance with schedule 2 of the 
constitution” 

“In all places in the constitution where the word Treasurer” is used referring to the Treasurer in the executive of the association it will 
be replaced with “Vice-President (Revenue and Expenditure)

Clause 15 schedule 2 will be rewritten to say “Each applicant shall be on the roll, and a member of the association. “

The following will be added to schedule 7, “If the candidate elected to a position listed under list X in part 3 section 1 clause 7 is not 
elected to the executive through the rules found in schedule 2 of the constitution he or she shall be made an officer outside of the 
executive and will be required to carry out the functions to his job listed above in full co-operation with the executive and will have 
speaking rights at all executive meetings. A executive committee will be created to include the officer outside the exe4cutive and at 
least

3 people elected by the executive to help assist with co-operation between the officer outside of the executive and the executive. The 
committee will be formed in accordance with part 3 section 7 of this constitution.

The amendments to schedule 2 will come into effect on 26 September.

The first election using the new amended schedule 2 will occur to elect the 2007 executive will have voting occur on the 26th, 27th, 
28th, 29th of September 2006 and on 2 October 2006 with the reminder of this amendment taking effect on 1 November 2006 when 
the 2007 executive takes office.

Whether to break the motion up was discussed. 

Point of Order:   Gareth Robinson stated that before breaking it up the motion must first be voted on as a whole. 

No seconder existed for the motion so it was automatically lost. 

4. Election of Faculty Delegates

a)  Academic Board (1 rep)

Motion:  That CJ be appointed as the VUWSA Academic Board representative.

Moved:  Nick Kelly from the chair

The motion was interrupted

Point of order:   Jeremy Greenbrook spoke about the unconstitutional convention to not put VUWSA executive members on boards 
such as Academic board and to leave these positions for non – VUWSA executive students. 

CJ withdrew his nomination

Motion:  That Geoff Hayward be appointed as the VUWSA Academic board representative

Moved:  Nick Kelly (from the chair)

35 for, 45 against, Failed.

Motion:   That Charles Ropitini is appointed as the VUWSA Academic board representative. 

Moved:  Nick Kelly (from the chair)

101 for, 0 against, 2 abstentions, carried.

b) Academic committee (1 rep)

 Discussion on this position interrupted for Quorum count.  Quorum count totalled 40 members. 

IGM meeting closed at 1.10 pm due to us being in quorum.
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Victoria University of Wellington Students’ Association

Te Roopu Tauira a te Kura Wananga o te Upoko o te Ika a Maui Inc.

MINUTES OF A SPECIAL GENERAL MEETING OF THE VICTORIA UNIVERSITY OF WELLINGTON STUDENT’S ASSOCIATION (INC), 
HELD AT 12PM AT MOUNT ST BAR AND CAFÉ, SUB, VICTORIA UNIVERSITY

6 SEPTEMBER 2006

1) VUWSA members present:  Joel Cosgrove (Chair), Nick Kelly, CJ Hunt, Alexander Neilson, Tushara Kodikara, Will Howell, Fiona Shi

2) Quorum Count

A quorum count was made at 12.11pm, and confirmed 105 participating students.

3) 1st Motion

Joel read out the first motion:

S.1          SUBSCRIPTIONS 
            (1)        The Annual Subscription for full-time student members of the Association shall be $120 (inclusive of GST), made up of 
$103.125 for the Student Association Services Fee and $16.875 for the Building Fund Levy in 2007. In subsequent years the Annual 
Subscription shall be automatically adjusted by the prevailing weekly wage index each September.

Put forward by Nick Kelly, seconded Tushara Kodikara.

Discussion was held.  People who spoke in favour of the motion were Nick Kelly, Alexander Neilson, CJ Hunt, James Robinson, 
Martin Wilson, Nathan Bayliss.

People who spoke against the motion were Jordan King, Lukas Schroeter, Nicholas O’Kane, Chris Bishop.

A request was made for a written vote instead of a show of hands.  This failed to reach consensus.

Votes:  50 in favour, 43 against.

Motion failed (2/3rd majority required for constitutional change).

4) Quorum Count

A quorum count was called for at 12.36pm.  After 2 attempts, the count was 91.

Since quorum was lost, the meeting lapsed at 12.41pm.

Meeting closed 12.41pm.

Victoria University of Wellington Students’ Association

Te Ropu Tauira a te Kura Wananga o te Upoko o te Ika a Maui Inc.

MINUTES OF A SPECIAL GENERAL MEETING OF VUWSA

HELD AT MOUNT ST BAR

12PM, 20TH SEPTEMBER 2006

MEETING CALLED TO DISCUSS THE LEVY

1. Executive members present

Jules van Cruysen (Chair), Nick Kelly, Joel Cosgrove, CJ Hunt, Alexander Neilson, Fiona Shi, Tushara Kodikara, Melissa Barnard, Will 
Howell, Heleyni Pratley.

2. Executive members not present

Caroline Prendergast, Alvin Jia

3. Quorum

A quorum count was called for, and at 12.10pm over 105 members were present.

4. Levy

Jules van Cruysen explained the 3 motions put forward for the meeting.  If the first motion passed, then the other 2 would not be 
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needed.  Otherwise the second motion would be put forward, and then the third if necessary.

Motion 1:

Subscriptions:  “The Annual Subscription for full-time student members of the Association shall be $120 (inclusive of GST), made up 
of $103.125 for the Student Association Services Fee and $16.875 for the Building fund levy in 2007.  In subsequent years the Annual 
Subscription shall be automatically adjusted by the prevailing weekly wage index each September”.

Motion moved by Nick Kelly, seconded by Alexander Neilson.

People spoke about the motion:

For – Nick Kelly, Chris McLoughlin, Fa’Fafei Te’ase, Joel Cosgrove

Against – Lukas Schroter, Liam O’Connor, Peter McCaffrey.

Votes:  95 for, 47 against, 2 abstentions.

Motion passes with 66.9% majority (2/3rds required).

There being no further business, the meeting closed at 12.32pm.

Victoria University of Wellington Students’ Association

Te Ropu Tauira a te Kura Wananga o te Upoko o te Ika a Maui Inc.

MINUTES OF THE ANNUAL GENERAL MEETING OF VUWSA

HELD AT MOUNT ST BAR

12.40PM, 20TH SEPTEMBER 2006

1. Executive members present
Nick Kelly (Chair), Jules van Cruysen, Joel Cosgrove, CJ Hunt, Alexander Neilson, Fiona Shi, Tushara Kodikara, Melissa Barnard, Will 
Howell, Heleyni Pratley.

2. Executive members not present
Caroline Prendergast, Alvin Jia

3. Quorum
A quorum count was called and over 100 members were confirmed present at 12.40.

4. Minutes
Motion: That the minutes of the 2005 Annual General Meeting be accepted as a true and accurate record of that meeting.

Motion moved from the chair.

Carried.

5. Auditor
Motion:  That VUWSA appoint BDO Spicers as the auditor for 2006.

Motion moved from the chair.

Carried, 2 abstentions.

6. Lawyer
Motion:  That VUWSA retain Hayden Wilson of Kensington Swan as the Association Solicitor.

Motion moved from the chair.

Carried, 3 against, 2 abstentions.

7. 2005 Annual Report
Motion: That VUWSA approve the 2005 Annual Report and audited financial accounts.

Motion moved by Joel Cosgrove, seconded by Alexander Neilson

Carried, 1 against, 5 abstentions.

�. Constitutional Motions
General Exec amendment – proposed by Joel Cosgrove:
The VUWSA Constitution be amended in the ways outlined below:

That Schedule 2 of the VUWSA constitution on conduct of elections be amended to say:
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20. An applicant may stand for the positions of President, Vice-President (Education), Vice President (Welfare), Treasurer, 
Women’s Rights Officer, Queer Officer, International Students Officer, Environmental Officer, Campaigns Officer, Activities Officer, 
Clubs Officer, and for Executive member but can only hold one of those positions.

21. If after applications close there is only one candidate for the position of President, Vice President (Education), Vice-
President (Welfare), Treasurer Women’s Rights Officer, International Students Officer, Queer Officer, Environmental Officer, Campaigns 
Officer, Activities Officer, Clubs Officer or two candidates for Executive member, the applicant(s) shall not be deemed to be elected, 
but shall be stand in the election who may be elected or defeated in the manner hereinafter provided.

CONDUCT OF VOTING:

22.  Seven (7) days before polling day the returning officer shall make arrangements for the printing of ballot papers.

23. The ballot papers shall be in the following form on paper and electronically: 

24.  Victoria University of Wellington Students’ Association Inc.  

     Election to be held on                     (dates)

 for                                                                   

     INSTRUCTIONS

A. On this ballot paper you may vote for the candidate of your choice.

B. For the position of President  you may vote for ONE (1) candidate only.

 For the position of Vice-President (Education) you may vote for ONE (1) candidate only.

 For the position of Vice-President (Welfare) you may vote for ONE (1) candidate only.

 For the position of Treasurer you may vote for ONE (1) candidate only.

 For the position of Women’s Rights Officer you may vote for ONE (1) candidate only.

 For the position of International Students Officer you may vote for ONE (1) candidate only.

 For the position of Queer Officer you may vote for ONE (1) candidate only.

 For the position of Environmental Officer you may vote for ONE (1) candidate only.

 For the position of Campaigns Officer you may vote for ONE (1) candidate only.

 For the position of Activities Officer you may vote for ONE (1) candidate only.

 For the position of Clubs Officer you may vote for ONE (1) candidate only.

 For the position of Student Representative on the University Council you may vote for ONE (1) candidate only.

 In the event that there is only one candidate, for any one of these positions, or only two candidates for the executive, 
you may vote ‘no confidence’ for that position.

C. For an Executive of two, you may vote for up to two (2) candidates

D. For the Publications Committee, you may vote for up to two (2) candidates.

E. No preference is implied by exercising neither option for a candidate.

F. If the manner in which an option is chosen is not clear on the ballot paper, that vote shall be rendered invalid. 

G. Marks on the ballot paper other than in exercise of either of the options and those properly put on it by a poll clerk will 
need the ballot paper invalid.

H. If you make a mistake on the ballot paper return it to the poll clerk for destruction and obtain a fresh paper.

I. When you have finished marking this paper in accordance with these instructions fold the ballot paper and put it in the 
ballot box.

25.       Where possible the Returning Officer will send an email to all students advertising elections and the website of the 
electronic voting system.

(Set out: The candidates for President, Vice-President (Education), Vice-President (Welfare), Treasurer, Women’s Rights Officer, Queer 
Officer, Environmental Officer, International Students Officer, Campaigns Officer, Activities Officer, Clubs Officer, the Executive, the 
Student Representative on the University Council, and the publications committee shall be listed with full names in alphabetical order 
for surname. A box for each option shall be placed beside each name).

30.  Every member of the Association who is on the roll of electors shall be entitled at each election to one (1) vote in 
respect of the President, one (1) vote in respect of the Vice-President (Education), one (1) vote in respect of the Vice-President 
(Welfare), one (1) vote in respect of the Treasurer, one (1) vote in respect of the Women’s Rights Officer, one (1) vote in respect of the 
International Students Officer, one (1) vote in respect of the Queer Officer, one (1) vote in respect of the Environmental Officer, one (1) 
vote in respect of the Campaigns Officer, one (1) vote in respect of the Activities Officer, one (1) vote in respect of the Clubs Officer, 
and a maximum of two (2) votes in respect of the Executive positions,  one (1) vote in respect of the Student Representative on the 
University Council and a maximum of two (2) votes in respect of the publications committee and no more votes at each election.
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31.  The officer in charge of the polling booth, having satisfied him/herself as to the eligibility of the  member to vote shall 
where a vote is being cast on a paper ballot:

     (a)  Delete the member’s name from the roll by ruling a line through it.

     (b)  Write upon the left hand corner of the ballot, survey, referendum or questionnaire papers his/her own 
initials and the number appearing on the roll next to the said member’s name.

     (c) Hand the said paper(s) to the said member.

     (d)  Ensure that the said member places his/her vote in the official ballot box.

32.  No ballot paper shall be removed from the polling booth. No ballot paper shall be placed in the ballot box except where 
the foregoing provisions have been strictly complied with.  Votes may be cast electronically, in accordance with this schedule.

33.  At least two officials must be present at each of the places of voting when the poll is open.

COUNTING OF VOTES:

43.  There shall be present at the counting of votes the returning officer and the candidates’ scrutineers. No other person 
shall be present unless the election committee has approved his or her presence.

44.  Immediately on the close of the poll the returning officer together with the locked ballot boxes and those persons as in 
Clause 44 above shall lock him/herself in a room to be provided for the purpose.

45.  The returning officer shall cause the votes to be counted in the following manner:-

     (a) The returning officer shall compare all rolls from the polling booths, and the electronic voting record to 
determine that no member has voted twice and shall count from the rolls the number of those who have voted.

     (b) Should any occurrence of dual voting be detected the votes shall be extracted and immediately deemed 
invalid.

     (c) Each unopened paper shall be checked for the initials of the polling booth official or in the case of an 
absentee vote the signature of the returning officer and the number of a member on the electoral roll.

     (d) If upon examination any paper does not conform with the instructions in Clause 24 of this Schedule it 
shall be deemed invalid and immediately set aside.

     (e) Each paper shall be opened.

     (f) Each paper shall be examined for validity of voting.

 (g) For the positions of President, Vice-President (Education), Vice-President (Welfare), Treasurer, Women’s 
Rights Officer, Queer Officer, International Students Officer, Environmental Officer, Campaigns Officer, Activities Officer, Clubs Officer, 
Education Officer A and Education Officer B  the candidate polling the most votes for each of those positions shall be declared 
elected to that position.  If the positions of President, Vice-President (Education), Vice-President (Welfare), Treasurer, Women’s Rights 
Officer, Queer Officer, International Students Officer, Environmental Officer, Campaigns Officer, Activities Officer or Clubs Officer 
remain vacant then the Returning Officer shall declare the position vacant and it shall be filled in the manner prescribed by this 
constitution.

 (h)   The two (2) candidates polling the most votes shall be declared elected to the Executive.

 The Executive-elect shall determine which of their number shall fill each of the Executive positions, with the highest polling candidate 
(ie the candidate with the most votes after no confidence votes, if applicable, have been subtracted) having the first option on these 
positions.

 Executive positions unfilled shall be declared vacant by the returning officer, and filled in the manner prescribed by this constitution.

Moved by Joel Cosgrove, seconded by Nicholas O’Kane.

Speakers were heard.

33 votes for, 21 against.

Motion failed (2/3rds majority required)

Ending Payment to the General exec – proposed by Stephen Davis:
In part III, S. 1, 
In paragraph (7), by replacing the text “in subsequent years” with the text “in 2004, 2005 and 2006”. 
In paragraph (7), by appending the text “No member of the executive other than the President and the two Vice Presidents shall 
recieve an honorarium, bonus, salary, wage or other payment for services, in 2007 or any later year.”  
 
and in Schedule 5, in the section titled “Executive Honoraria”, 
In paragraph 1, by replacing the text “for the time being” with the text “until the end of the year 2006” 
In paragraph 2, by inserting after the text “All members of executive,” the text “ in years before 2007,” 
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This motion was withdrawn by the writer (in absentia).  Another mover was called for, but no-one was found.

Motion Lapsed.

Paying General Exec minimum wage – proposed by Caroline Prendergast:
That the VUWSA general executive including the Treasurer, Environmental Officer, Queer officer, International Students Officer, and the 
Women’s Rights Officer receive a minimum wage equivalent in their honoraria.

There were no movers for this motion.

Motion Lapsed.

Letting Salient volunteers into VUWSA meetings in committee – proposed by Jules van Cruysen:
Motion: That the VUWSA Constitution, Schedule 3, Salient Charter, point 13 be amended to read

Salient staff are entitled to attend all meetings of the Executive and the Council of Student Delegates. The Editor, or in their absence, 
any person delegated by the Editor, is entitled to remain in the meeting if it moves into committee.  They may not report on the 
content of any discussion in committee, but may criticise the decision to go into committee.

Moved by Jules van Cruysen, seconded by Tushara Kodikara.

Speakers were heard.

Motion carried, 1 abstention.

Taking student Rep off Salient editor appointment panel – proposed by Brannavan Gnanalingam:
constitutional change  
Schedule 3, number 7 
 
change from 
“both of the Publications Committee student representatives” 
 
to “one of the two Publications Committee student representatives, chosen  by the current Publications Editor”

Moved by Geoff Hayward, seconded by Jules can Cruysen.

Speakers were heard.

9. Quorum
A quorum count was called, and after 2 counts 100 participating students were confirmed.

10. Procedural Motion
Jules van Cruysen called for a procedural motion under the Standing Orders.

“That Nicholas O’Kane’s speaking rights be removed for the meeting”.

Moved by Jules van Cruysen, seconded by Tushara Kodikara.

Speakers were heard.

Motion failed.

11. Constitutional Motions
Back to the constitutional motion:

Motion failed.

Adding Creche Parents Committee to Rep Groups Charter – proposed by Jules van Cruysen:
Motion: The VUWSA constitution be amended so that the following words be inserted into Schedule 9 after “(g) Can-Do (representing 
all students with disabilities)”

 “(h) Crèche Parents Committee (representing all student users of the university crèche)” 

Moved by Jules van Cruysen, seconded by Joel Cosgrove.

Speakers were heard.

Motion carried, 1 against.

Date of VUWSA elections – proposed by Alexander Neilson:
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“The Executive shall be elected annually in accordance with Schedule 2 of this constitution before the last day of lectures in Trimester 
2.  It will take office on 1 January of each year.”

Moved by Alexander Neilson, seconded by Joel Cosgrove.

Speakers were heard.

Motion failed.

Four amendments proposed by Nicholas O’Kane
PROPOSED AMMENDMENTS TO VUWSA CONSTITUTION FOR AGM.

Note: There will be one motion per amendment at the AGM, each saying “the VUWSA constitution be changed in the ways outlined 
below” with the text of amendment one below it the first motion, the text of amendment two in the second motion and so on.

Amendment One: (removal of two term limit for VUWSA president)

Part III (The executive) Section 1 The Officers clause 4 which states “No person may hold the position of President for more than a 
total of twenty four (24) months” is to be deleted from the VUWSA constitution. This motion is to take effect provided it is passed by a 
two thirds majority at the VUWSA initial general meeting immediately once registered.

Amendment Two: (how much bonus payments the executive gets to be decided by students at the AGM, not the executive often in 
committee (i.e. behind student’s backs))

Part III Section One clause 7 be changed to read “Each member of the Executive, other than the President and the Vice-Presidents, 
shall receive an honorarium of $3240.00 per year paid in twenty-six (26) fortnightly instalments.  In subsequent years the honorarium 
shall be automatically adjusted by the prevailing weekly wage index at the year preceding the year in which the executive takes office. 
The executive prior to the annual general meeting will recommend how much bonus payments each member of the executive will 
receive. The association may not spend more than $18 000 in bonus payments each year. The precise amount of bonus payment 
each executive member gets will be decided at the annual general meeting.”

The “Executive honoraria provisions” of Schedule 5 be deleted.

Part II Section 2 clause 4 have the following added to it 

“d) will decide taking into consideration a recommendation made by the executive how much bonus payment each 
executive member gets”.      

Amendment Three: (Executive members, University council student representatives, and publications committee student 
representatives to be elected using STV voting system in general elections)

Clause 24 in schedule 2 of the VUWSA constitution will be rewritten to say”

     Election to be held on                     (dates)

 for                                                                   

     INSTRUCTIONS

A. On this ballot paper you may vote by ranking your preferred candidates in order to  determine who holds what political 
offices in the association.

B. For the position of President you may vote for by ranking as many candidates as you want in your preferred order with 
1 being your first choice. The numbers used must be in sequence.

  For the position of Vice-President (Education) you may vote by ranking as many candidates as you want in your 
preferred order with 1 being your first choice. The numbers used must be in sequence.

 For the position of Vice-President (Welfare) you must vote for by ranking as many candidates as you want in your 
preferred order with 1 being your first choice. The numbers used must be in sequence.

 For the position of Treasurer you may vote for by ranking as many candidates as you want in your preferred order with 1 
being your first choice. The numbers used must be in sequence.

 For the position of Women’s Rights Officer you may vote for by ranking as many candidates as you want in your 
preferred order with 1 being your first choice. The numbers used must be in sequence.

 For the position of Queer Officer you may vote by ranking as many candidates as you want in your preferred order with 
1 being your first choice. The numbers used must be in sequence.

  For the position of International students Officer you may vote for by ranking as many candidates as you 
want in your preferred order with 1 being your first choice. The numbers used must be in sequence.

 For the position of Environment Officer you may vote for by ranking as many candidates as you want in your preferred 
order with 1 being your first choice. The numbers used must be in sequence.

 For the general executive you may vote by ranking as many candidates as you want in your preferred order with 1 being 
your first choice. The numbers used must be in sequence. Please note there are five general executive positions to be elected.

 For the student representative on the University council you may vote by ranking as many candidates as you want in your preferred 
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order with 1 being your first choice. The numbers used must be in sequence.

 For the student representatives on the publications committee you may vote by ranking as many candidates as you want in your 
preferred order with 1 being your first choice. The numbers used must be in sequence.

 In the event that the number of candidates for a position is equal to the number of positions available then no confidence is to be an 
option which may be elected using the same methods as any other candidate may be elected.

C. No preference is implied by exercising neither option for a candidate.

E. If the manner in which an option is chosen is not clear on the ballot paper, that vote shall be rendered invalid. In the event of 
candidate voting using a non-sequential ranking (for instance ranking 1, 2, 3, 5 leaving out 4) only those preferences before the error 
in sequence will count.

F. Marks on the ballot paper other than in exercise of either of the options and those properly put on it by a poll clerk will need the 
ballot paper invalid.

G. If you make a mistake on the ballot paper return it to the poll clerk for destruction and obtain a fresh paper.

H. When you have finished marking this paper in accordance with these instructions fold the ballot paper and put it in the ballot box.

Clause 30 in schedule 2 of the constitution will be rewritten to say” every member of the association who is on the role of electors 
shall be entitled to vote in accordance with the instructions found in clause 24.”

Parts a-g in Clause 45 in Schedule 2 of the constitution will be amended to say” 

45. The returning officer shall cause the votes to be counted in the following manner:-

(a) The returning officer shall compare all rolls from the polling booths to determine that no member has voted twice and shall count 
from the rolls the number of those who have voted.

(b) Should any occurrence of dual voting be detected the votes shall be extracted and immediately deemed invalid.

(c) Each unopened paper shall be checked for the initials of the polling booth official or in the case of an absentee vote the signature 
of the returning officer and the number of a member on the electoral roll.

(d) If upon examination any paper does not conform with the instructions in Clause 24 of this Schedule it shall be deemed invalid and 
immediately set aside.

(e) The returning officer will count the total number of votes cast for each position

(e) Each paper shall be opened.

(f) Each paper shall be examined for validity of voting.

(g) The Votes are to be counted the following way:

1. Determination of a quota using the formula n divided by r plus1 =quota, with n being the number of valid votes cast and r being the 
number of positions remaining to be filled.

2. The votes for each candidate are counted. Those candidates with more than the quota are declared elected, and the votes an 
elected candidate receives above the quota needed for election are to be surplus votes.  The returning officer will randomly select 
a number of votes from the elected candidates equal to the number of surplus votes they receive, those selected votes being 
redistributed so their next preference votes will be added on to the votes for other candidates, with those votes selected who do not 
rank any further preferences being discarded. The quota will be recalculated each time one or more candidate is elected or eliminated. 
If at any stage in counting the votes no candidate has obtained the quota the candidate who has the lowest number of votes is 
declared eliminated with her or his or her votes being redistributed as if those votes were the selected votes for a candidate who has 
exceeded the quota, and that candidate is no longer be eligible for the position. This process is to continue until all positions are filled.

Clause 44 in Schedule 2 of the constitution will be amended to say” 44. The returning officer shall cause the votes to be counted in 
the following manner:-

(a) The returning officer shall compare all rolls from the polling booths to determine that no member has voted twice and shall count 
from the rolls the number of those who have voted.

(b) Should any occurrence of dual voting be detected the votes shall be extracted and immediately deemed invalid.

(c) Each unopened paper shall be checked for the initials of the polling booth official or in the case of an absentee vote the signature 
of the returning officer and the number of a member on the electoral roll.

(d) If upon examination any paper does not conform with the instructions in Clause 24 of this Schedule it shall be deemed invalid and 
immediately set aside.

(e) The returning officer will count the total number of votes. If 1-999 votes the executive will have 10 members (6 elected under 
schedule 2 clause 24 C), If 1000-1199 the executive will have 11 members (7 elected under schedule 2 clause 24 C) and if 1200 or 
more votes the executive will have 12 members (* elected under Schedule 2 clause 24 C).

(e) Each paper shall be opened.

(f) Each paper shall be examined for validity of voting.
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(g) The Votes are to be counted the following way:

1. Determination of a quota using the formula n divided by r plus1 =quota, with n being the number of valid votes cast and r being the 
number of positions remaining to be filled.

2. The votes for each candidate are counted. Those candidates with more than the quota are declared elected. Their votes will be 
redistributed so their next preference votes will be added on to the votes for other candidates with the quota being recalculated with 
r being recalculated each time one or more candidates being elected. If at any stage in counting the votes no candidate has obtained 
the quota the candidate who has the lowest number of votes is declared eliminated with his votes being redistributed as if he or she 
were elected, and that candidate is no longer be eligible for the position. This process is to continue until all positions are filled.

(h)  The six (6) or seven (7) or eight (8) candidates required under clause 24C of schedule 2 will be elected as described in point g 
above. All other of the offices 

-All positions mentioned in section 2 clause 24 B will be elected as described in point g above with the exception that once a 
candidate has obtained the quota he or she will be declared elected and no further redistribution of votes will occur.

-Executive positions unfilled shall be declared vacant by the returning officer, and filled in the manner prescribed by this constitution.

(i) Any other voting paper not adhering strictly to the instructions on the paper shall be examined by the returning officer and one 
assistant who shall declare it invalid unless they both agree that the paper does show a clear vote for one applicant.  In the event of 
a tie, the returning officer and one of his/her assistants shall toss a coin or draw lots to decide which of the tied applicants shall be 
elected.

Clause 47 in schedule 2 will be rewritten to say “Victoria University of Wellington Students’ Association Inc.

  DECLARATION OF ELECTION RESULT

  I                      returning officer, declare that I have complied with all the provisions of the Constitution and 
I hereby declare the following elected as:

                                      

             (position)                        (name)

  Signature of returning officer     

  Signature of assistants                       

  Time                Date             Place            

Amendment Four: No confidence to stand as a candidate in multicandidate elections

“In the event of there being only one candidate for any of these positions or five candidate for the executive you may vote no 
confidence for that position” be changed to say “In all elections ‘no confidence’ is to stand as a candidate which may be elected 
using the same methods any other candidate may be elected”.

Motion: The VUWSA constitution be amended so that Clause 1 section 4 Part 3 which says “meetings of the executive shall be held 
at least twelve (12) times each year, and at any meeting six (6) members shall be a quorum” be amended to say “meetings of the 
executive shall be held at least twelve (12) times each year, and at any meeting eight (8) members shall be a quorum”.

Motion: The VUWSA constitution be amended so that the first sentence in clause 2, section 1 part 9 be amended to say: “Alterations 
shall be made in the constitution only at a general meeting followed by a referendum held with a election for the executive of the 
association, in which at both the general meeting and the referendum there must be more votes in favour of the motion passing than 
against the motion passing, and at either the general meeting or the referendum, the number of those members of the association 
voting in favour of the motion must be double the number of those members of the association voting against the motion. No motion 
involving amendments to the constitution shall be presented at a general meeting unless fourteen (14) days before such a meeting a 
notice setting forth the wording of the proposed alterations had been posted on the noticeboard. The referendum required to amend 
the constitution shall not take place until at least two weeks have passed after the proposed constitutional amendment has been 
passed at a general meeting. The wording of the question shall be determined by the executive of the association but must clearly 
state what the proposed amendment will involve and state that it involves amending the constitution”.

The chair asked for all motions to be moved on bloc, if there was a seconder.

There was an objection, so seconders were called for individual motions.

Amendment Four was moved by Nicholas O’Kane, seconded by CJ Hunt.

12. Quorum
A quorum count was called for.

Less than 100 students were participating.

With the meeting being inquorate, it finished at 1.05pm.

Meeting Closed 1.05pm. 
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Elections of 2006 positions

2005 election for 2006 exec (successful candidates in bold): 

Position Candidate Votes
2005 General Executive (By-election) Huntington, Jonathan 507

Robinson, Gareth 405
Council Representative Baker, Roy 261

Black, Cordelia 396
Gifford, Matthew 289

General Executive Barnard, Melissa 715
Cosgrove, Joeleo 678
Hunt, Christopher (CJ) 663
Huntington, Jonathan 609
Jia, Hu 579
McEachen, Kate 707
Timms, Delia 635

President Brown, Paul 295
Kelly, Nick 491
Robinson, Gareth 65
Waru, Maryjane 145

Publications Committee Representative #1 No Confidence 393
O’Kane, Nicholas 565

Treasurer Jia, Hu 767
No Confidence 205

Vice President (Education) Duffield, Miri 551
Gifford, Matthew 307
Robinson, Gareth 122

Vice President (Welfare) Chell, Joanne 69
Drew, Maddy 650
Newton, Jonathan 174
Robinson, Gareth 89

Womens Rights Officer Paterson, Kristen 184
Prendergast, Caroline 465
Toland, Eleanor 266

APPENDIX 2 - 2006 Election results

By-Election Results
March By-Election:
(3x New Executive positions - results per 
person not recorded) 
Tushara Kodikara - Environmental Officer 
Fiona Shi - International Students Officer 
Will Howell - Queer Officer

Turnout 345

May By-Election
(Education Vice-President, Welfare Vice-
President, and Publications Committee 
Rep)

Education Vice-President: 
Joel Cosgrove 307 
Gareth Robinson 133 
No Confidence 123

Welfare Vice-President: 
Jules Van-Cruysen 379 
No Confidence 175

Publications Committee Rep 
Aaron Packard 400 
No Confidence 156

Turnout  563

July By-Election:
(2x General Executive positions)
Alexander Neilson 231

Heleyni Pratley 221

No Confidence 178

Turnout  488
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Elections of 2007 positions

2006 election for 2007 exec (successful candidates in bold):

Position Candidate Votes
President Hayward, Geoff 472

Kelly, Nick 313
Robinson, Gareth 135
Ta’ase, Fa’afetai 122

Education Vice-President Cosgrove, Joel 629
Confidence, No 419

Welfare Vice-President Pratley, Heleyni 398
Duggan, Anna 388
Prendergast, Caroline 203

Treasurer Neilson, Alexander 517
Parry, Ryan 405

International Officer Fontanier, Genevieve 582
Wu, FungFeng (William) 410

Queer Officer Wright, Rachael 636
Confidence, No 366

Environmental Officer Kodikara, Tushara 705
Confidence, No 296

Women’s Officer Mitchell, Amy (Withdrew before year began) 571
Opie, Clelia (Co-Opted to fill role - until April) 311

General Executive Barnard, Melissa 632
Neilson, Tai 601
Galaxy, Bernard 535
Neilson, Alexander (Selected treasurer) 507
Tyler, Stefan 497
Renwick, Christopher 469

Council Rep Black, Cordelia 262
Clark, James 253
Brown, Kieran 232
Packard, Aaron 196

Publications Committee Reps Bishop, Christopher 470
Packard, Aaron 432
Cosgrove, Joel 413
O’Kane, Nicholas 318

General Executive By-Election (for 2006) Confidence, No 748
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Council of Student Delegates
Academic Committee

 Jules Van Cruysen
 Postgraduate Rep
Academic Board

 Charle Ropitini
 Matt Gifford
 Nick Kelly
 Joel Cosgrove
 Graeme Whimp PGSA
Faculty of Commerce

 CJ Hunt 
 Jaya Grewali 
 Postgraduate Rep
 Ngai Tauira Rep
Faculty of Science

 Kristof Alexandrofsky; 
 Alexander Kane; 
 Praneta Joshi; 
 Polina Jilina 
Faculty of Humanities and Social 
Science

 Delia Timms
 Maria Beatriz
 Tory Whanau
 Stefan Tyler; 
 Gareth Robinson; 
Law School

Matt Green 

Kat Helms 

Aiden Broughton (Nga Rangaautira) (NT)

Hardship Board

Jules Van Cruysen (VUWSA Welfare VP)

Timetable Committee

      Student Required

Library & Info Services Committee

Mary Jane Waru

Information and Technology Advisory Group

Chris Hunt 

Mary Jane Waru

Toihuarewa

Mary Jane Waru

VUWSA Executive 2006
President Nick Kelly

Vice President (Education) Miri Duffield (to May) 
Joel Cosgrove (from May)

Vice President (Welfare) Maddy Drew (to May) 
Jules Van Cruysen (from May)

Treasurer Hu Jia (to October) 
Alexander Neilson (from October) (Acting)

Women’s Rights Officer Caroline Prendergast 

Campaigns Officer Kate McEachen (to June) 
Heleyni Pratley (to July) 
Alexander Neilson (from July)

Education Officers Chris Hunt (CJ)
Delia Timms (to August) 
Stefan Tyler (from November) (acting)

Clubs Officer Melissa Barnard

Activities Officer Joeleo Cosgrove (to May) 
Bernard Gruschow (to July) (Acting) 
Heleyni Pratley (from July)

Queer Officer Will Howell (from March)

International Students’ Officer Fiona Shi (from March)

Environmental Officer Tushara Kodikara (from March)

Salient 2006
Editor James Robinson 

Deputy Editor/News Editor Nicola Kean

Feature Writers Brannavan Gnanalingham

Nicholas Holm

Designer Ben Fraser

Publications Committee James Robinson 
Nicola Kean 
Nick Kelly 
Hu Jia (to October) 
Alexander Neilson (from October) 
Nicholas O’Kane 
Aaron Packard (from May)
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VUWSA Staff 2006
Office Coordinator Vivien Smith (to June)  

Julie McKiernan (from July) (acting)
Office Administrator Kelburn Aroha Kale (to April) 

Andrew Wilford (to July) 
Carey Clements (from July)

Office Administrator Pipitea Julie McKiernan (to July) 
Filled by temps for remainder of 2006

Office Administrator Karori Denise Lazelle (from March)
Campus Activities Co-ordinator Chris McLaughlin
Clubs Development Officer Brent Hayward 
Education Co-ordinators Nicki Wilford 

Sandra Crews
Campaigns Coordinator Stephen Hay
Women’s Coordinator Heather Todd
Campus Angle’s James O’Hara 

Alex Nairn 
Tim Costelloe 
Sascha Feary 
Noah McNeill 
Robert Leamy 
Tom Taptikilis

University Games Assistant Team manager James Annabell
Winter Games Assistant Team Manager Mark Davis
Sponsorship and Advertising manager Jon McQueen

VUWSA Trust 2006
Chair Audrey Sonerson (Till April) Dan Ormond (From April)

Trustees Nick Kelly
Hu Jia (to October), Alexander Neilson (From Nov)
Rebecca Matthews (resigned November)
John MacCormick (resigned April)
Lee Patton (appointed March)
Fleur Fitzsimons (appointed March) 
Mark Thomas (resigned November)
Dave Guerin (appointed August)
Alistair Shaw
Karen Price (appointed November)
Matt Sanders
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Name:   Elected:
Howard P Richmond  1904 
Margaret C Ross  1904 
Geroge F Dixon  1907 
William Gillanders  1907 
Rawdon St. J. Beere  1908 
Allan Mac Dougall  1910 
Lena M  MacKellar  1910 
Federick A de la Mare 1911 
David S Smith  1911 
Percy S Smith  1914 
James C Mc Dowall  1915 
C Graham Gibbes Watson 1916 
Edith R Davis  1920 
William C Purdie  1922 
Sidney A Wiren  1924 
Horace McCormick  1925 
Percival Martin-Smith 1932 
Patrick JC Smith  1934 
Charles S Plank  1936 
Robert W Edgley  1940 
John A Carrad  1941 
Harry M Sansum  1941 
Henry E Moore  1943 
Ian C McDowall  1947

David Cohen  1951 
Hudson M Williamson 1951 
Kevin B O’Brien  1954 
Malcolm J Mason  1958 
William H Landreth  1964 
Frank W Holmes  1967 
James Williamson  1967 
T. Duncan. M Stout  1970 
P Malcolm McCaw  1972 
Graeme R Collins  1974 
Stephen Underwood  1979 
Lisa Sacksen  1980 
Giles Beckford  1981 
Simon Johnson  1990 
Andrew Little  1990 
Grant O’Niell  1990 
Terry Patterson  1990 
Jeremy Baker  1992 
Tim Beaglehole  1995 
Vaclav Havel  1995 
Dick Simpson  2000  
Alistair Shaw  2004 
Chris Hipkins  2004 
Tanja Schutz  2004

APPENDIX 3 - VUWSA Life Members List
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Cultural Clubs:
Student Christian Movement    VUW Aikido Club 
Arabic Language Club     VUW Association Football Club 
Church Link @ Victoria     VUW Boxing Gym 
Victoria University Samoan Students Association   Victoria Debating Society 
Cook Islands Studnets Association    VUW Cricket Club 
Adventist Students’ Association of New Zealand   Goju Ryu Karate Club 
AIESEC Victoria    Amnesty on Campus 
Victoria Broadcasting Club    Eastside Outside - Food and Beverage Tasting Club 
Just Action     Gecko (Environmental Group) 
International Christian Fellowship   International Socialist Organisation 
Multicultural Families and Friends   VUW Latin American and Spanish Club 
Music and Artists’ Social Club   Greens@Vic 
Vietnamese Students Association in Wellington  Interface 
Asian and European Languages Club   Muslim Students of VUW 
VUW Classics Club    Workers Party on Campus 
Red Cross Victoria    VUW Italian Club 
Victoria University Geology Society   Thai Student Association (TSA) 
Victoria University Young Nationals   VUW Christian Union 
Victoria University Games Club   VUW German Club 
VUWSA Drama Club    Wellington Malaysian Students’ Organisation 
Tongan Students’ Association   VUW Fiji Students Association 
Victoria Physics Club    The French Club 
United Nations Youth Association of NZ   Vacant Land 
Victoria University Christian Club   Vic Labour

Sports Clubs:
VUW Rembuden Kendo Club   VUW Handball Club
VUW Tae Kwon Do    Vic Ski and Board Club
VUW Flying Disc Club    VUW Tramping Club
Victoria University Canoe Club   Vic Table Tennis
Victoria University Netball Club   Victoria University Rowing Club
VUW Hockey Club    Victoria Squash Club

APPENDIX 4 - VUWSA Affiliated Clubs List
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APPENDIX 5 - VUWSA / Ngai Tauira MoU
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APPENDIX 6 - VUWSA / VUW - Team Vic MoU
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APPENDIX 7 - VUWSA / VUWSA Trust / VUW JSUB Documents
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